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Why Practice is Important
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I remember hearing a joke as a child
that went something like this: Two men
meet on the street. One asks the other,
“How do you get to Carnegie Hall?”
The other man replies, “Practice, man!
Practice!” While the joke isn’t exactly a
knee-slapper, it does serve to remind us
that you do not become a world-class
musician without investing hours and
hours of practice to hone your skills.
As producers of video, many of us
seem to expect to hone our production
skills while working on jobs for paying
clients. But I cry, “foul.” Just as with any
other skill, as producers of video, we
need to practice between jobs so we
can continue to improve.
NBA basketball legend Larry Bird
is said to have been obsessed with
practice. Even as a professional player,
Bird would show up hours before a
game to practice shooting, dribbling
and conditioning. He was known to
take 300 practice shots in the hours
right before a game and is rumored
to have had a habit of shooting 500
free throws per day. When he mastered shooting with his right hand, he
switched to his left. He didn’t become
great by playing games. There are
hundreds of players that have had
the same amount of game time. He
became great by pushing himself
between games. This incredible work
ethic ultimately made Larry Bird a
Hall of Famer.
When it comes to practicing your
video production skills, what is your
work ethic like? When is the last time
you took your camera out of its bag
solely for the purpose of mastering a
new shooting skill? There’s a lot to be
gained by maintaining a regiment of
practice between paid productions.
If you need inspiration, here are
some things to try: Practice to see
how quickly you can zoom in to set
focus manually at various distances
and then pull back out to frame up a
shot. Practice making smooth pans,

2

Videomaker empowers people to make
video in a way that inspires, encourages and
equips for success. We do this by building a
community of readers, web visitors, viewers,
attendees and marketers.

publisher/editor
associate publisher
director of content
web developer
managing editor
multimedia editor
art director/photographer
contributing editors

zooms, tilts and combination moves.
Rehearse finding buttons by feel without looking so that you are prepared
to make adjustments to your settings
without taking your eyes off the viewfinder. Practice various lighting setups
to achieve several different emotive
styles using the resources in your
lighting kit. Test out some homemade
cookies to cast interesting shadows.
Get to know the abilities and limitations of the various microphones in
your audio kit. Then, rehearse various
audio compressors and filters in post
so you know what each one does. Test
out video filters, motion keyframes
and speed effects in your editing app.
Effective practice is organized
around goals and follows a logical routine. Figure out what skills you need to
work on and set aside time to practice
them regularly. Stretch your abilities
between paid jobs. I don’t know if
Larry Bird ever played Carnegie Hall,
but with his work ethic, he probably
could have.

Matthew York is Videomaker's Publisher/Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/19357
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Go Mobile

Quick Focus

Reading on the go? Find Videomaker on your mobile device along with apps that help
video producers on location. Go to www.videomaker.com/r/676.

ManyCam

May 2018

Advice Wanted

Question:
Moonlife: I'm new to this forum and
to ﬁlming as well. Before making
videos I was only into photography.
Now, someone asked me to do this
project. He makes music studios and
wants me to make a video for every
studio he made plus a promo video.
He also wants me to interview the
artists, take my own camera, light
(one lamp) and recorder. This is a total of ten videos plus approximately
56 photos. All the videos have to be
very short, about 1.5 minutes or so.
I'm really not sure what to ask for
such a project. Can anyone help me?

contents

Reply:
Jack Wolcott: The key to billing for
this is time: how much time will it
take you to travel to and from each
site, to shoot the necessary footage,
interview artists, take the still shots
and ﬁnally, to edit, review and deliver
the material. You'll have to estimate
this carefully; don't under-estimate
in favor of the client and try to come
up with an honest estimate of how
much time it will take. Then add
10-20 percent to be on the safe side.
Now decide how much your time and
talent is worth and multiply that by
the number of hours involved. Minimum wage is $13-15 per hour, depending on where you live. With your
skills, you're certainly worth twice
that aren't you? Three times that
wouldn't be asking too much at all.
See more at videomaker.com/r/907

....
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Sony a7 III - Test Footage
We shot the Sony a7 III in Las Vegas. We
tested S-Log2 and S-log3 in UHD 4K and
shot 120 fps in HD. We also tested its
low-light capabilities. Watch the video
to see the test footage.
videomaker.com/r/905

only thing smartphones

camera angles

Like a real

right collection of apps can

is a great way

production

elevate your production at

to make your

clapboard,

live stream

No Budget

every step. From shooting

more dynamic.

Slate aims to

ManyCam allows you to connect

help video

featured here are designed

multiple mobile devices as camera

production crews synchronize

inputs, then switch between them

audio and keep better track of

to turn mobile devices into

as you stream live to any plat-

their shots. This free slate app

form supporting RTMP. The more

may even be better than the

limited free version allows you to

traditional version with its auto

more camera angles for

switch between two inputs, but

increment feature, making it

for about 50 dollars a year, you

easy to update between takes.

your multicam production

get 12 inputs, HD resolutions and

With spaces for title, scene, take,

a bunch more eﬀects like chroma

date and time, audio ﬁle and

A-roll performance, these

keying and custom watermarks.

channels, No Budget Slate gives

apps are worth a look.

Adding more

Videomaker’s
Church Video
Conference is fast
approaching!
At our upcoming Church
Video Conference, you’ll
learn all about the technology and technique
behind eﬀective video
production for houses of
worship. Video production experts will lead you
through the production
process from start to
ﬁnish, so you can leave
conﬁdent in your ability to
create engaging videos for
your congregation. Visit
videomakerevents.com for
the full schedule.

We got our hands on the Sony a7 III and
tested its Slow and Quick mode, shooting
120 fps in HD. We also tested the quick
function, shooting 1 fps. Take a look at
the footage yourself to see the quality.
videomaker.com/r/906

PromptSmart Pro
This tele-

LumaFusion is
a video editing

Follow us on Twitter

technology to

app for iOS

twitter.com/videomaker

listen to you

devices. Edit

Catch us on YouTube

as you speak. PromptSmart Pro

video, pho-

lets you import full scripts or

tos, titles and

create digital note cards, then

graphics on

format them to your liking. As

multiple tracks and get multiple

you speak, PromptSmart Pro will

audio tracks to organize and mix

listen and automatically scroll

your sound sources. The app

through your script at an appro-

also includes more advanced

priate pace, eliminating the need

editing tools like slip-trim and

for a dedicated teleprompter

even lets you apply LUTs, color

operator. If you’d prefer manual

corrections and keyframes to

control over scroll speed, there is

your footage. Slow motion video,

also a remote control option, or

chroma keying and 360-degree

you can set a scroll speed before

video are all supported in this

you start.

robust app.

@videomaker

Speakers Wanted
Videomaker is hosting an educational conference this summer in Berkeley,
CA, for houses of worship who want to improve their video oﬀerings. If you
have expertise in this area and would like to join our roster of speakers, email
us: editor@videomaker.com

Talk to us online!
Love Videomaker? Tell the world! Share your videos, find extra content, talk to us! We want to know who you are.
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or a little help with your

(iOS, $19.99)

VoiceTrack

Follow us on Instagram

tools. Whether you need

LumaFusion

app uses its

videomaker.com/GooglePlus

professional production

(iOS, $19.99)

facebook.com/VideomakerOnline

Add us on Google+

to ﬁnal export, the apps

slate without the cost.

Find us on Facebook

youtube.com/videomaker

have to oﬀer on set. The

you all the advantages of using a

prompter

Sony a7 III - 120 fps Slow
Motion Test Footage

A capable camera isn’t the

(iOS, Free)

(Android & iOS, Free)

What’s on Videomaker.com

No Budget Slate
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NEW GEAR
The Lens Market Expands
Panasonic Announces New Rugged 50-200mm Telephoto Zoom Lens
Panasonic, working in coordination with Leica, has in-

Sigma has oﬃcially announced the newest addition to

troduced the Leica DG VARIO-ELMARIT 50-200mm f/2.8-

their line of popular Art lenses, the Sigma 14-24mm

4.0 ASPH, a telephoto zoom lens for mirrorless Micro

f/2.8 Art wide-angle zoom lens. Sigma says that the new

Four Thirds mount cameras. Similar to the other lenses

lens has been made for 50-megapixel-plus cameras

in the same series, it features Panasonic’s Nano Surface

and will “oﬀer top-level optical performance throughout

Coating technology for minimal ghosting and ﬂaring,

the zoom range.” It incorporates three FLD glass elements, three SLD glass elements and three aspherical

along with a rugged, dust and splash-proof design and
freeze-prooﬁng to -10 degrees Fahrenheit.

zooming or panning with the lens. Additionally, its Opti-

lens elements, including one large-diameter aspherical

cal Image Stabilization corrects for hand-shaking, and

element that the company says “enhances the correc-

lenses, two UED lenses and two ED lenses. When the

the lens will work with Dual IS when mounted to Pana-

tive eﬀect of the FLD and SLD glass.” The optical system

lens' sensor drive is at max 240 fps, Panasonic says that

sonic LUMIX DSLM cameras.

promises to minimize transverse chromatic aberration

The lens has 21 elements that include two aspherical

it’s able to take “full advantage of cameras with high-

With an eﬀective zoom range of 100mm to a super

The lens’s optical system is also reported to essential-

telephoto 400mm, Panasonic claims that the 50-200mm

recording performance.” And with an inner focus drive

f/2.8-4.0 ASPH can be used for situations varying from

ly eliminate distortion, bringing it down to one percent

system, they promise smooth and silent operation.

“wildlife and indoor sports to portraits.” You can expect

or lower. That’s practically unheard of for 14-24mm

to see the Leica DG VARIO-ELMARIT 50-200mm ASPH

lenses. This results in points of light actually appearing

released at the end of June for the price of 1699 dollars.

as points without streaking from the center to the edge

help smoothly capture the brightness changes when

Fujinon MK18-55mm T2.9 & MK50-135mm T2.9 Lenses Coming to X-Mount
Accompanying Fujiﬁlm’s announcement of their ﬂag-

lenses,” said

ship X-H1 mirrorless camera targeting video shoot-

Yuji Igarashi,

ers, the company also announced the launch Fujinon

General

MK18-55mm T2.9 and MK50-135mm T2.9 cinema

Manager of

lenses for X-Mount.

the Electron-

The MK18-55mm T2.9 and MK50-135mm T2.9 are

ic Imaging

not new lenses; they’ve actually been out for almost

Division &

a year now. We did a full review for these lenses and

Optical Devices Division at FU-

they proved to be great additions to the cine lens

JIFILM North America Corpora-

market, even though they were only available in Sony

tion.

E-mount. But now, they proved popular enough to
convince Fujiﬁlm to expand to X-mount.

Some of the key things to know about the MK1855mm T2.9 and MK50-135mm T2.9 are that they are

“The growth of video production
has created a large
demand among

light and easy to manage with reasonable prices. Both
of the lesnes have the exact same specs, except for
their focal lengths. They have a consistent aperture

videogra-

of T2.9 over the full zoom of the lens and oﬀer three

phers and

standard 0.8 MOD gears, a clickless nine-blade iris and

cinematog-

a 85mm front outside diameter.

raphers for

full screen

and other optical aberrations.

speed, high-precision Contrast AF for exceptional video

The lens is also packing a micro-step drive system to

contents

Sigma’s 14-24mm f/2.8 Art Lens Claims to Oﬀer Zero Distortion

Both the MK18-55mm T2.9 and MK50-135mm T2.9

compact and

will be available this spring or summer. The 18-55mm

easy-to-use

costs 3,999 dollars and the 50-135mm is 4,299 dollars.

of the image.
Sigma’s also oﬀering the new Front Conversion
Service for the 14-24mm lens, which is a service where
Sigma converts the petal-type hood of the lense into

a exclusive round piece. Altering the front structure in
this way gives the lens greater freedom in multi-cam VR
videography. According to Sigma, “The new front also
helps prevent the lens from interfering with other lenses
or from casting a visible shadow.”
The lens’s price and release date hasn’t been announced as of this writing, but the lens is reportedly
going to be available in Canon, Nikon and Sigma mounts
when it does come out.

The ShiftCam 2.0 iPhone Case Can House 12 Diﬀerent Lenses
ShiftCam has announced the successor to their
popular ShiftCam iPhone case, the ShiftCam 2.0.
For a quick description, ShiftCam cases include a
shift mechanism that allows you to slide diﬀerent
lenses across the case to use in conjunction with the
iPhone’s camera.
The basic ShiftCam 2.0 system oﬀers six diﬀerent
lenses for the iPhone 7+, iPhone 8+ and iPhone X.
The iPhone 7/8 edition has a single row of four lenses
instead of a double row of six.
While the original ShiftCam supported just six different lenses, the ShiftCam 2.0 doubles that number.
You'll still get six lenses with the slidable travel set,

a 180-degree ﬁsheye, 20x macro, 10x macro, 2x telephoto, and 120-degree wide-angle.
ShiftCam also reports that they have upgraded the

but you can now remove that set to make room for

ShiftCam case design to have an improved slide-and-

other lens options. The additional six lenses come

click mechanism and to make the case more “pocket-

from a new front-facing wide angle adapter and ﬁve

friendly” with an ergonomic design that features a

interchangeable Pro Lenses. That Pro lineup includes

magnetic lens cap.
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REVIEW

REVIEW

Panasonic LUMIX DC-GH5s

Panasonic
LUMIX DCGH5s

In Use
Use
In

by Chris Monlux

For Video
Shooters – First!
Panasonic

www. Panasonic.com

STRENGTHS
• Image Quality
• Included V-log L
• Internal 10-bit 4:2:2 recording
WEAKNESSES
• No sensor stabilization
SUMMARY
The Panasonic Lumix GH5s is a significant camera for video shooters.
Shooting 10-bit video and with the
incorporation of Dual Native ISO,
the GH5s is definitely a camera you
should know about.
RECOMMENDED USERS
• Event Videographers
• Documentarians & Indie filmmakers
• Corporate & Enthusiast filmmakers
• Commercial producers
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$2,500
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T

he Panasonic Lumix DC-GH5s has
a great looking image with a twostop improvement in low-light performance over its brother the GH5 — but
it comes at a cost. On top of costing
500 dollars more than the GH5, the
GH5s uses a sensor with half the pixels and loses the sensor stabilization.
The GH5s has a 10.28 megapixel
(MP) multi aspect ratio MOS sensor.
Fewer but larger pixels create higher
sensitivity. This, in turn, gives better low-light performance. But this
decrease in pixels is only half of the
GH5s’s low-light story. Adding to that
formula is Dual Native ISO, a technology before only available in VariCam
cameras. More on that later.
The GH5s shoots up to 60 frames per
second (fps) in DCI 4K and up to 240
fps in HD. Just like its brother the GH5,
the GH5s is capable of capturing internal 4:2:2 10-bit footage. Equipped with
V-log L out of the box, the GH5s is also
capable of shooting hybrid log gamma.
It shoots to dual UHS-II SD card slots.
The new camera also continues to use
the same tried and true form factor, offering a fully articulating touchscreen.
The GH5s looks almost identical to the
GH5 except for a red ring on the dive
dial, a red record button and a red letter S added to the front of the camera
with its model identification.
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018

When we first saw the GH5s at
CES 2018, we got really excited. The
GH5 already had loads of filmmaker
features, but with the GH5s, Panasonic
doubles down. Most exciting for us is
actually the GH5s’s lack of photography specs. A 10MP still photo is not
going to cut it for photographers, so in
our view, the GH5s is a video-first camera. In fact, we were so impressed with
the camera at the show that we gave it
our Best Camera of CES 2018 award.

Understanding Dual
Native ISO

With digital cameras, unlike with film,
the ISO is controlled through voltage
to the sensor, not the film stock you
choose. The more voltage the sensor
gets, the more noise is introduced. A
native ISO is considered the point at
which the circuit’s signal to noise ratio
is at its least. Dual Native ISO is just as
it sounds — two seperate native ISOs.
This is achieved through two separate
ISO circuits. The two native ISOs are
found at ISO 400 and ISO 2,500. This
means that when ramping the ISO up,
the signal to noise ratio restarts (so
to speak) when you get to ISO 2,500.
With this line of thinking, it would be
expected that the GH5s has of one or
two stops more of ISO before noise
becomes an issue.
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Record to dual SD cards

New red record button
Our next
chance to use the
GH5s came at a
Panasonic press
event in New York
City, which was
hosted at The
McKittrick Hotel
– the home of
SLEEP NO MORE,
an interactive
presentation of
Shakespeare’s
classic Scottish
tragedy with a film
noir lens. With
vignettes set up
throughout the
basement of the old hotel, a group
tried this before is the cost of anamorof theater actors from the SLEEP NO
phic lenses. SLR Magic makes anaMORE cast played out different scenes
morphic lenses starting at 2,600 dolfor all of the press to shoot. The shootlars, and that’s a bargain. Panasonic
ing situation was pretty difficult. To
equipped the GH5s with an SLR magic
get an idea of how low the light was, it
anamorphic lens for the press event.
was difficult to read the buttons on the
It was a discouraging experience
camera when not within a scene. There though, because the lens wasn’t sharp
were a few times where I needed to
at all. Even with focus peaking on,
pull out my phone so I could identify
we were not able to identify the focal
which button to press. If there was gopoint. If you want the aspect ratio of
ing to be a situation that would show
anamorphic lenses or the light charoff what the GH5s can achieve in low
acteristics, it’s a fun feature. However,
light, this was it.
this is not going to be a feature the
Expecting to have difficult lighting,
vast majority of users buying a 2,500
we brought two wide aperture lenses,
dollar camera need or are looking for.
the Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED
The big question for anyone trying
25mm f/1.2 PRO and M.Zuiko Digital
to choose between a GH5 and a GH5s
ED 7-14mm f/2.8 PRO. We started out
is whether or not you need sensor
shooting with the 7-14mm. Like with
stabilization. It’s the biggest trade off
many cameras, the monitor on the
to make between the two cameras
GH5s hides some noise from the user,
outside of the difference in cost. If you
mostly because of its size. At f/2.8,
plan on shooting with a tripod or even
we still had to crank the ISO, and it
a monopod, then you might not need
was bad enough that were able to see
the stabilization. If you plan on shootthe noise in the monitor. We quickly
ing handheld often, sensor stabilizashifted to the 25mm and were able to
tion is a to-die-for feature. Because we
get some impressive images at wider
were shooting handheld during the
aperture settings. Once we were able
press event, most of our footage was
to stay below ISO 6,400, the image
shaky. The GH5s does support lenses
quality was fantastic.
with image stabilization, so that’s
This was also our first chance to
another work-around if the GH5s’s
shoot anamorphic with a Panasonic
benefits outweigh the absence of sencamera. The main reason we hadn’t
sor stabilization.
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Panasonic LUMIX DC-GH5S

Panasonic LUMIX DC-GH5s

TECH SPECS

Lens Mount: Micro Four Thirds
Pixels Actual: 11.93 Megapixel
Effective: 10.28 Megapixel
Max Resolution: 10 MP 3680 x 2760
Sensor Type / Size: MOS, 17.3 x 13
mm (2x Crop Factor)

File Formats Still Images: JPEG, RAW
Movies: AVCHD Ver. 2.0, H.264,

MOV, MP4, MPEG-4 AVC/H.264

Audio: AAC, Dolby Digital 2ch, Linear

PCM (Stereo)

ISO Sensitivity: Auto, 160-51200
(Extended Mode: 80-204800)

Shutter Type: Electronic &

Mechanical

Shutter Speed Range:
• Stills: 60 - 1/8000 Second
• Video: 1/24 - 1/16000 Second

Metering Method: Center-

Weighted Average Metering, Multiple, Spot Metering

Exposure Modes Modes: Aperture

Memory Card Type: SD, SDHC
Video Format:

Priority, Manual, Programmed

• 4096 x 2160p at 23.98, 24, 25,

White Balance Modes: Auto,

29.97, 50, 59.94 fps
• 3840 x 2160p at 23.98, 24, 25,
29.97, 50, 59.94 fps
• 3328 x 2496p at 23.98, 24, 25,
29.97, 50, 59.94 fps
• 1920 x 1080p at 23.98, 24, 25,
29.97, 50, 59.94, 120, 240 fps

Focus Mode: Continuous-Servo AF

Auto, Shutter Priority

Cloudy, Color Temperature, Daylight, Flash, Incandescent, Shade,
White Set 1, White Set 2, White Set
3, White Set 4

Interval Recording: Yes
Connectivity: 1/8" Headphone,
1/8" Microphone, 2.5mm Sub-mini
(2-Ring), HDMI A (Full Size), USB

(C), Flexible (AFF), Manual Focus (M),

3.0, USB Type-C, Viera Link, X-Sync

Single-servo AF (S)

Socket

Autofocus Points: Contrast Detection: 225

Viewfinder Pixel Count: 3,686,000
Display Screen: 3.2" Rear Touch-

Wi-Fi Capable: Yes
Battery: 1 x DMW-BLF19
Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery
Pack, 7.2 VDC, 1860 mAh

screen Swivel Touchscreen LCD
(1,620,000)

Testing
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After our trip to New York City, Panasonic shipped out a GH5s for us to test
under our own controlled shooting
situations. We wanted to verify our
low-light tests in the field with one in
the studio. To test the GH5s, we shot
in V-log L, tested out the slow-mo in
variable frame mode and looked for
bad rolling shutter and moire issues.
We already talked about the lowlight performance topping out at ISO
6,400, but in the studio, we wanted
to see if shooting V-log or changing
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any other settings would alter our
experience. We started at its lowest ISO of 100 and doubled it while
also doubling the shutter speed to
counteract the increase in light from
the ISO. In all shooting modes, we
confirmed that the image looks great
til ISO 6,400. Even at ISO 12,800 it
looks good; the only issue for ISO
12,800 is the noise begins to color
shift, and dancing colored noise is
much more distracting than dancing
black. We were able to tame the noise
at 12,800 using Red Giant Denoiser
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018

III;
III; however,
however, itit significantly
significantly affected
affected
the
the sharpness
sharpness of
of the
the image.
image.
Moving
Moving on
on to
to testing
testing V-log
V-log L,
L, we
we first
first
wanted
to
know
the
lowest
ISO
you
wanted to know the lowest ISO you
can
can use
use while
while shooting
shooting in
in log.
log. Because
Because
of
of the
the Dual
Dual Native
Native ISO,
ISO, the
the GH5s
GH5s can
can
shoot
shoot down
down to
to ISO
ISO 320
320 —
— which
which is
is
pretty
pretty low
low for
for aa log
log profile.
profile. This
This is
is
super
super helpful
helpful when
when shooting
shooting with
with an
an
abundance
abundance of
of light,
light, like
like when
when outside
outside
in
in the
the sun.
sun. An
An ND
ND filter
filter would
would make
make
this
a
non-issue,
but
it’s
this a non-issue, but it’s nice
nice not
not to
to
have
have to
to bring
bring one
one out.
out. Shooting
Shooting in
in VVlog
log LL will
will give
give you
you the
the most
most dynamic
dynamic
range.
range. To
To take
take advantage
advantage of
of this,
this, shoot
shoot
at
ISO
400
or
2,500;
this
is
where
at ISO 400 or 2,500; this is where you
you
will
will experience
experience the
the most
most dynamic
dynamic
range
range benefit
benefit from
from shooting
shooting log.
log.
The
GH5s
can
shoot
The GH5s can shoot up
up to
to 240
240 fps
fps
in
in HD.
HD. That’s
That’s ten-times
ten-times slow-mo
slow-mo when
when
slowed
slowed to
to 24
24 fps.
fps. That’s
That’s significant
significant
because
because most
most cinematic
cinematic slow-mo
slow-mo is
is
240
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that one
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Many
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much
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All
the
way
up
of a slow down. All the way up to
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fps,
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crop the
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there is
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The nice
nice part
part about
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variable frame-rate
frame-rate mode
mode is
is that
that
although
although you
you shoot
shoot at
at up
up to
to 240
240 fps,
fps,
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it
to
the
framerate
conforms it to the framerate of
of your
your
choice.
choice. That
That means
means itit plays
plays back
back as
as
slow-mo,
slow-mo, so
so you
you can
can confirm
confirm itit looks
looks
the
way
you
want
to
on
the way you want to on playback
playback —
—
no
no computers
computers needed
needed to
to slow
slow itit down.
down.
The
The last
last two
two studio
studio tests
tests we
we ran
ran
were
for
rolling
shutter
and
were for rolling shutter and for
for moiré.
moiré.
The
The rolling
rolling shutter
shutter is
is not
not significant.
significant.
Though
Though itit does
does show
show some
some of
of the
the
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effect, it’s
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complete Jello.
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to
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When
When itit comes
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to moiré,
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GH5s has
has
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effect. When
When shooting
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expect to
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bit of
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It’s
not
terrible,
but
it’s
moiré. It’s not terrible, but it’s there.
there.

Fully articulating rear display

Marketplace

Just a few years ago, the list of mirrorless interchangeable-lens cameras (MILC) that shot 4K video could
be counted on one hand. Today —
not so much. Just about every MILC
can shoot 4K. Because the GH5s is
a more sensitive camera, let’s look
at other cameras with a similar lowlight performance. We’re going to
look at two cameras from Sony and
one from Panasonic.
The Sony a7 III was just announced
in February 2018. With a price tag of
2,000 dollars, it has a much larger sensor than the GH5s. The 24MP full frame
CMOS sensor can shoot up to 30 fps in
UHD 4K. Its low-light performance is a
bit better than the GH5s, allowing for an
ISO of up to 12,800 before significant
noise is introduced in the picture. Additionally, the a7 III has sensor stabilization. What the a7 III doesn’t have is
10-bit DCI 4K and 240 fps in HD. Both
cameras offer log shooting and hybrid
log gamma shooting.
Our next camera, and the lowlight king thus far, is the Sony a7S II.
With a price tag of 2,700 dollars, the
a7S II has a full frame 12.2MP CMOS
sensor and can shoot up to 30 fps in
UHD 4K. The a7S II can basically see
in the dark without noise. With these
capabilities, it’s more of a low light
specialty camera and — like the GH5s

— it uses a lower pixel count for better sensitivity. Just like with the a7 III,
the a7S II shoots only 8-bit video and
is limited to only 120 fps in HD.
Last up is the big brother to the
GH5s, the EVA1. Released after the
GH5 and before the GH5s, it was the
first non-VariCam offering to have
Dual Native ISO. Significantly more
expensive at 7,500 dollars, the EVA1’s
Super 35mm 5.7K sensor can capture
up to 60 fps in DCI 4K and up to 240
fps in 2K. It also captures 10-bit video
to SD cards. The EVA1 offers more
dynamic range than the GH5s, but the
low-light capabilities are similar. The
GH5 or GH5s are a good choice as a
B-Camera to the EVA1.

Final Thoughts

The GH5s has a stunning image, and
if you support it well, its downfalls
won’t be significant. If you want a
camera that can also shoot photos, the
GH5s isn’t a great choice. However, if
you are a video-first shooter, the GH5s
is for you; The feature list is strong,
and it’s likely that you could ignore its
downfalls and get along quite well.
Chris Monlux attempted to write this review
from 10,000 feet in the air. He is also Videomaker’s Multimedia Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/19374
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Master:
Choosing a Music Video Genre
Forming Ideas for Music Videos
Contracts for Music Videos
Pre-Production for Music Videos
Directing Music Video Shoots
Editing Music Video
Find the right concept and your video will
appeal to audiences and show off the
music to its best ability. But that's only the
first step. You'll also need to understand
the nuts and bolts of putting the video
together, directing musicians, editing for
music and even protecting yourself with
an ironclad contract. Available in DVD or
Digital Downloadable Formats.
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G-Technology G-SPEED Shuttle T3

G-Technology
G-SPEED
Shuttle T3

TECH SPECS

Capacity: 48 TB (4 x 12 TB), 32TB (4 x
8 TB), 24TB (4 x 6 TB), 16TB (4 x 4 TB)

Interface: 2 x Thunderbolt 3 ports

(Thunderbolt 2 compatible)

Data Transfer Rates: Up to 1000 MB/s
RAID Support: RAID 0, 1, 5, 6 and 10
Supported Operating Systems:
macOS 10.12+, Windows 10, 8.1,

by Chris Monlux

and 7

The Shortie

24.8 x 17.4 x 26.7 cm

T

he G-Technology G-SPEED Shuttle
with Thunderbolt 3 is fast, stout
and highly configurable, but it all
comes at a price. The Shuttle is the
little brother to the Shuttle XL, but the

G-Technology

www.g-technology.com

STRENGTHS
• Up to 1000 MB/s write speeds in
RAID 0
WEAKNESSES
• Drives are not hot swappable
SUMMARY
The G-Technology G-SPEED Shuttle
with Thunderbolt 3 provides portable,
fast and flexible storage with the reliability of a hardware RAID controller.
RECOMMENDED USERS
• Travel & Event Videographers
• Documentarians & Indie filmmakers
• YouTubers
• Commercial & Corporate filmmakers
• Post-production specialists
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As reviewed: $2,300
16TB-48TB Configured for
$1,800 to $3,800
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Dimensions: 9.75 x 6.85 x 10.5" /
Weight: 16 lb / 7.3 kg

Shuttle has four bays instead of eight.
The Shuttle can be configured from 16
Terabytes (TB) all the way up to 48TB.
It comes pre-configured in RAID 5 in
HFS+ for MacOS 10.12+ systems and
will require being formatted to exFAT
or NTFS for use with a PC.
For this review, we’ll be looking at the
24TB version of the Shuttle, loaded with
four enterprise class 6TB HGST Ultrastar
7K6000 7200rpm HDD drives. With two
Thunderbolt 3 (T3) ports, it can be daisy
chained to up to five additional T3 machines. It can be configured in RAID 0,
1, 5, 6 and 10. There is even an option
for a two bay version with two EV bay
adaptors. With those adapters, you’re
able to offload, backup and save content
using EV Series drives or readers like the
Red Mini-Mag reader, CFast 2.0 reader
and Atomos SSD reader.
G-Technology says it has up to 1000
megabytes per second (MB/s) transfer
speeds, and we saw that and some
with an average of 1028MB/s in RAID
0 formatted in HFS+. The Shuttle has
a hardware RAID controller and is capable being configured with four 4TB,
6TB, 8TB or 12TB drives, or with two
10 or 12TB drives and two EV bays .

Getting Started

Connecting the drive for the first time
was simple. After downloading the
most up-to-date drivers and installing
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018
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When G-Technology says up to 1000
MB/s transfer speeds, they are talking
about the shuttle in RAID 0. RAID 0
is a configuration that uses multiple
disks to speed up performance. It
requires a minimum of two disks and
has no redundancy. There is no safety
net in RAID 0; if even one drive fails,
there will be no recovering that data.
In RAID 0 formatted to HFS+, we saw
a read speed of 748 MB/s and write
speed of 1021 MB/s. In exFAT, RAID 0
gave us a read speed of 773 MB/s and
write speed of 1028 MB/s.
The other three RAID configurations, 1, 6 and 10 all had similar read
and write speeds: as little as 371 MB/s
and as much as 402 MB/s read speeds
with a minimum of 445 MB/s and as
much as 514 MB/s write speeds.
Using the Shuttle Utility, it was easy
to set up the array in the RAID configuration of our choice. Going further,
we removed each drive to verify how
easy it was to remove and replace.
Removing the drives is simple, but
replacing them requires more finesse
To test if the drives are hot swappable, we removed one drive while on.
Each drive has a blue light indicating
everything is ok. Once removed and
replaced, the indicator light for that
drive went red. The array was then
indicated as degraded. Following this
test, we reached out to G-Technology
and they confirmed that the Shuttle is
not hot swappable.

Marketplace

To evaluate the value of the Shuttle,
we’re going to look into the marketplace at two other options: the OWC
Thunderbay 4 RAID T3 and the AkiTio
Thunder3 Quad X 4-Bay Thunderbolt 3
RAID Array Enclosure. The OWC Thunderbay is a turn-key option, loaded
with drives and ready to use right out
of the box. The AkiTio, on the other
hand, is an enclosure where you will
need to purchase drives separately.
The OWC ThunderBay 4 RAID T3,
when configured to match the unit we
reviewed, costs less than the Shuttle by
around 1,000 dollars at 1,250 bucks.
There are a few key aspects of the OWC
that make it a different animal than
the Shuttle. First off, the ThunderBay
4 isn’t a portable option. Although you
can move it around, its form factor
is better off staying in one place. The
Shuttle is enclosed in a rugged case
and has handles for easy portability.
The next noteworthy difference is that
the OWC has a software RAID controller over the hardware RAID controller
in the Shuttle. When looking at the
pros and cons of software versus hardware RAID, there is only one major
pro for software — it’s much cheaper.
Outside of the cost, hardware RAID
controllers are preferable. With a software RAID, errors are more prevalent.
Both systems have enterprise class
7200 rpm drives, however the OWC
is loaded with Seagate drives and the
G-Technology has HGST drives. Drives
alone, there is a 40 dollar difference
per drive, adding to the better cost of
the OWC. Both are Thunderbolt 3 and
support multiple RAID configurations.
The AkiTio Thunder3 Quad X 4-Bay
Thunderbolt 3 RAID Array Enclosure
costs 370 dollars. But remember that it
comes completely empty for that price.
For a better apples to apples comparison, it can be loaded with the same
HGST drives as the Shuttle for 1,320
dollars. That gives us a grand total of
1,690 dollars with drives. That’s a great
value. Unlike the OWC, the AkiTio is
designed with transport in mind. It has
handles, but the housing isn’t as rugged as the Shuttle’s. The biggest value
V I D E O M AKE R > > > M AY 2 0 1 8

Four drive bays

for the AkiTio, surprisingly, comes
from its software RAID controller. Since
you configure the AkiTio, you can use
an open source software RAID, giving
a bit more flexibility if any issues arise.
Still, it’s not as reliable as a hardware
RAID. Both the Shuttle and the Thunder3 Quad X have four bays and dual
Thunderbolt 3 ports.
The deciding factor when choosing between OWC, AkiTio and GTechnology will be whether you need
portability or the dependability of a
hardware RAID controller. It’s easy to
get lost in the cost of each product,
losing touch with what your storage
system needs to achieve.

Final Thoughts

The G-Technology G-SPEED Shuttle T3
is a smaller and cuter version of the
Shuttle XL. The cost of the Shuttle is
high, but it offers a great product for
the price. The benefit from a hardware
RAID cannot be understated, but it will
cost you. The transfer speeds were
fast enough to work off of regardless
of the type of footage you are working with. If you need large storage
with redundancy, want it portable and
need reliability, you should strongly
consider the Shuttle.
contents

Chris Monlux wears a baseball hat most of the
time, unless he’s going to be on camera. He is
also Videomaker’s Multimedia Editor.
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Boris FX Continuum 11

Boris FX
Continuum 11

TECH SPECS

Host Support:
• Adobe: Creative Cloud, CS5.5-CC
2018 – After Effects and
Premiere Pro
• Avid: Media Composer 6.5+
• Blackmagic: DaVinci Resolve 12.5+
• Sony: Vegas Pro 13

by Chris Monlux

• Magix: Vegas Pro 14+
• Foundry: Nuke 9+

Loads of Value for a
Reasonable Price

• Apple*: FCP X & Motion 5

Graphics Cards: The latest graphics card driver version supported
by your host application. A graphics card with a minimum of 1GB

B

oris FX Continuum 11 is jam
packed full of useful and innovative
plug-ins. This update sees improvements to existing plug-ins along with
some strong additions. Depending on

Boris FX

www.borisfxcom

STRENGTHS
• Mocha integration
• 360 video specific plug-ins
WEAKNESSES
• Ugly user interface
SUMMARY
Boris FX’s Continuum 11 is packed
full of new features and plug-ins. It’s
a great value, depending on what editor you use.
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RECOMMENDED USERS
• Documentarians and Event
Videographers
• Indie and Corporate filmmakers
• YouTubers
• Commercial producers
• Post-production specialists

New License: $695 to $1,995
Annual Subscription: $195
to $695
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the editor you use, the Continuum
suite can be as little as 700 bucks or
as much as 2,000 for a new license, or
between 200 and 700 for an annual
subscription. For Final Cut and OFX
users, a new license for Continuum 11
is 700 bucks. If you are an Adobe user
it steps up to 1,000 dollars and Avid
users get the big hit of 1,700 dollars.
The most costly option is the multihost version supported by Avid, Adobe,
Apple and OFX for a whopping two
grand for a new license or 700 dollars
for an annual subscription.
Boris offers a free trial of all of their
products, so you can download them
and see if you like what they do.

What’s New in 11

If you haven’t heard of Primatte Studio
before, you’re missing out. It is one of
the strongest keyers out there. Because
Boris has integrated Mocha into just
about everything they offer, Mocha
is now part of Primatte Studio. With
that integration, Primatte creates a 3D
model for masking, so you can isolate
colors and objects for deeper manipulation and the strongest key. If you
light well and shoot with the highest
bit depth you’re capable of having, you
can use Primate Studio to get a great
key in one click. Now, for the rest of us
who don’t always have the perfect tools
for the job, Primatte Studio gives you a
myriad of features to dial in a great key
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018
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of RAM is required; 2GB of RAM is
recommended.

Fixer. This removes flicker from video
when there are issues with the lighting in your image.
Aside from VR tools, another new
addition in Continuum 11 is Broadcast
Safe. It’s a fairly simple plug-in. You
apply it, choose the standard you need
keep within and it’s fixed. It is able to
conform your video to broadcast standards like EBU 103, PAL and NTSC. It
does this by controlling the knee and
clip across all color ranges.
The last thing new to Continuum
11 are the updates to Title Studio. Updated with a 3D rendering engine for
3D shadows and depth-of-field, you
can now use Title Studio to create a
spline-based motion path for animating multiple objects on one path. Title
Studio can make 2D or 3D titles with
bevels, fills and styles.

But Wait There’s More...

Throughout all of the suite, Boris
includes Mocha tracking and masking.
Each plug-in uses it in a unique way
to either give better control or better
analytics for the application of said
plug-in. Additionally, Mocha can export
the tracking data it makes from analyzing the footage to be used by another
program or for another purpose.

There are also 40 different drag and
drop transition animations included in
Continuum 11. Transitions like Swish
Pan, Flutter Cut, Fast Film Glow, Light
Leaks, Lens Blur or Damaged TV all
come with controllable parameters to
customize each to meet your needs.
Particles Unit is a particle generator capable of generating 3D particles
and custom emitters. Say you have a
scene that needs rain, but was filmed
on a dry day. Particles Unit can easily
place rain, snow or even dust in to your
image. Going even further, particles
are great for motion graphics and VFX
work. Say you need to add a comet
plummeting down to earth, revealing a
title: Particles Unit can create that particle system to be placed in 3D space.
The last notable plug-in included in
Continuum 11 is FX Browser. With FX
Browser, you can preview a shot with
a look filter applied before actually applying it. There are so many different
filter options, the ability to preview
the look before you commit to it is a
big bonus. FX browser can be applied like any other plug-in and then
expanded to the full browser.

Marketplace

There are loads of plug-in suites out
there, and when looking into the marketplace, it’s apparent that each has at
least one direct competitor, if not many.
Because each suite tries to offer something unique, we’re going to break the
suite down to the stand-out plug-ins and
compare them, apples to apples.
Starting off with Primatte Studio,
Boris isn’t the only Primatte out there.
In fact, Boris FX licenses Primatte
from Photron. More interesting is that
Photron’s offering isn’t what we are
going to compare it to. Red Giant also
licenses Primatte from Photron for Red
Giant Primatte Keyer 5.1.
If you bought Primatte Studio outside
of Continuum 11 in the Continuum Key
& Blend Unit, it would cost you 400 dollars, whereas Red Giant Primatte Keyer
5.1 by itself costs 500 dollars. Both
offer the same strong Primatte Keyer;
however, their interface is different.
Primatte Keyer 5.1 has a more intuitive
V I D E O M AKE R > > > M AY 2 0 1 8

Deep parameter control

interface. Although Red Giant might
be easier to use, it’s unlikely it would
actually perform better than the Boris
FX version, especially since the Boris FX
Primatte Keyer includes Mocha integration, giving you another level of control
over your key.
Next, let’s look at Particle generators.
Boris FX Particles can be bought outside
of the Continuum suite with in the Continuum Unit for 300 bucks. The direct
competition to it is Red Giant Trapcode
Particular 3, which can be purchased
for 400 dollars. There isn’t much of a
difference between the two products,
so it might be wise to pay 100 less for it
and go for the Boris FX offering.

Final Thoughts

Boris FX has given loads of value to
Continuum 11 — that is, if you are a
Final Cut or OFX user. Adobe users
pay a bit more, but if you’re a Media
Composer user, 1,700 dollars for a
new license may be hard to swallow
— though it’s likely you are already
used to the added cost of plug-ins. The
Continuum 11 suite is full of useful
plug-ins and the integration of Mocha
is fantastic. If you are in the market
for a plug-in suite, Continuum would
be a good choice.
Chris Monlux loves a large computer monitor.
Give him a 21:9 monitor and you’ll see a smile
on his face. He is also Videomaker’s Multimedia
Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/19376
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GoPro Fusion

GoPro Fusion

TECH SPECS

Sensor: 2 x CMOS
Sensor Resolution: 9.3 MP
Focal Length: 3mm
Maximum Aperture: f/2.8
Stitching Resolution: 5.2K
Stitching Location: External Stitching
Supported Spherical Projection
Types: Equirectangular
Recording Media: microSD (128 GB

by Chris Monlux

GoPro Doubles up!

T

he GoPro Fusion has the best image
quality of any 360 camera in its category. Moreover, the inclusion of what
GoPro calls OverCapture, which lets you
use your phone to frame up a traditional HD video out of your 360 footage,
makes the Fusion stand out far above
the rest. That isn’t to say it doesn’t have
its flaws — it does — but for the money,
the Fusion is on good footing.
The GoPro Fusion costs 700 dollars.
It shoots 360 video up to 5.2K in 30
frames per second (fps) and up to

GoPro

www.GoPro.com

STRENGTHS
• OverCapture is ingenious
• Great Image Quality
WEAKNESSES
• OverCapture control only works
with in-app stitching
SUMMARY
GoPro came out swinging with the
Fusion. With great image quality,
workflow and stitching The Fusion
might be GoPro’s best product yet.
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RECOMMENDED USERS
• Corporate & Event Videographers
• Indie filmmakers & Documentarians
• YouTubers & Social media enthusiasts
• Journalists & Travel videographers
• Educators
• Action sports enthusiasts

$700
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Maximum)

Video Format:

and 60 fps in 3K. It shoots up to 18
Megapixels (MP) spherical stills and
is waterproof down to 16 feet. It can
be controlled via its mobile app, but
also allows for control without the
app. Using standard GoPro mounts, it
works with the ecosystem of supports
GoPro already offers. It comes with an
extendable grip with legs that fold out
to form a miniature tripod.

What is OverCapture?

Overcapture is arguably the biggest
standout feature of Fusion. Here’s how it
works: As you play back your 360 footage, you use your phone to frame up an
HD cutout for traditional screens. For
instance, you would be able to follow a
subject around the 360 space to keep
them in frame, then export that view in
HD. Although OverCapture is a clever
feature, it does have some quirks.
First of all, OverCapture used in this
way is only possible when exporting
your video from the phone app, which
means the app will do the stitching.
Stitch on a computer and you will get
much better results, but you will not be
able to use OverCapture framing from
your phone. You are able to take an HD
cutout from 360 on your computer, but
that doesn’t have the same intuitive
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018

ease. We wish that you could
write the moves and framing
you desire and import them into
the desktop app so that you can
get the best of both worlds — a great
stitch and easy usability.
There is one other issue we discovered while using OverCapture with a
phone: If your hands are shaky, you
will see this in the HD cutout. If the
OverCapture data could be imported
into the desktop app, or at least
smoothed out in the app, only then
would it be ready for pro use. The
other idea we had is mounting the
phone to a gimbal, so the movements
would be stabilized from the get-go,
but it’s likely that any tilting up to the
sky or down at the ground would be
difficult to execute.
Since we’re after the best quality final product, stitching with the desktop
app is a must. Using the GoPro Fusion
Studio desktop app gives a stunning
stitch. It’s by far the best stitch we have
experienced with a two-lens 360 camera. We reviewed the GoPro Omni — a
six camera 360 rig — and the same
stitching tech is used for both cameras.
There are two ways to get the data off
the Fusion. First, you can remove both
SD cards and offload them into Fu-

Off-set dual lens design

Still Image Resolution: 18 Megapixel

Built-In Mic: Yes
Image Stabilization: Digital
Waterproof Depth Rating: 16.0' / 4.8

m (Camera)

Wi-Fi: Yes
Inputs: 1 x USB 2.0 Type-C
Battery: Rechargeable Lithium-Ion
Battery Pack, 3.8 VDC, 2620 mAh

5228 x 2624 at 25, 30 fps

Charging Method: USB
Dimensions (W x H x D): 2.9 x 2.9 x

3000 x 1504 at 50, 60 fps

1.2"/ 7.4 x 7.4 x 3.0 cm

sion Studio. Or, Fusion can be plugged
directly into the computer with Fusion
Studio importing directly from the camera. We discovered an issue when first
trying to offload by connecting the Fusion to the computer. Make sure to use
the cable that comes with the Fusion
— other cables won’t work. We grabbed
the wrong cable when first attempting
offload and discovered that the included
cable is special. It’s not proprietary, but
it’s not as common as you think.
Since the stich was significantly better when using a computer, we would
recommend that method whenever
possible. If you use your computer,
it’s assumed you will take it into a
program to edit. Otherwise, you would
have used the app. Although the app
gives a sub-par stitch, it’s easy to use
and makes publishing much faster.
Testing the stitching ability, we shot
while looking directly at the side of the
Fusion, where we assumed the stitch
would be. I was able to get inches away
from the camera, and it didn’t mess up
the features of my face. It did, however,
affect what was in the background.
My face looked great; the tree behind
it did not. Lines in the background
warped and bent as I moved around
the camera. This is subtle if watched
on a phone or tablet, but on a TV or
computer screen, it’s very noticable.
The Fusion’s waterproof capability
means you don’t need to worry about

damaging the camera due to water.
As a rule of thumb, underwater 360
doesn’t work. Because light refracts
in water, stitching the two images
together so that they match can be
very difficult. We don’t recommend
shooting underwater.

Image Quality

The Fusion has the best picture quality of any of its competitors. This is a
combination of sharpness, dynamic
range and color. GoPro has packed
loads of Intellectual property in to
the Fusion, giving it an edge over its
competition. From compression to
the image processor and optics, GoPro
made the Fusion with loads of their
own tech. It’s not going to be as easy
for the world to copy this GoPro as it
was the HERO line.

Marketplace

The 360 camera marketplace is big
and getting bigger. We’re going to stick
to the consumer marketplace with
cameras that can shoot 4K or higher
to evaluate the value of the Fusion.
The Ricoh Theta V costs 430 dollars
and can shoot up to 4K 360 video.
Shooting up to 12 MP stills, it has
four internal mics for more immersive audio. The Theta V is capable of
live streaming, through the process
is convoluted to say the least. Where
the Theta V falls short is with its nonV I D E O M AKE R > > > M AY 2 0 1 8

removable media and battery. The
big strength of the Theta V is its form
factor and easy workflow with either
its iOS or Android app.
Next up is the Nikon KeyMission
360 for 500 dollars. It captures up to
4K 24 fps 360 video and has internal
stitching. Its biggest weak point is its
app, which is overly complicated. The
KeyMission 360 is waterproof down
to 100 feet without a housing and
captures 29MP stills.
Last up is the Garmin Virb 360 for
800 dollars. It captures up to 4K 30 fps
360 video or 5.7K 30 fps unstitched
and is waterproof down to 33 feet.
The Virb also has four-channel spatial
audio, app control and even has environmental sensors.

Final Thoughts

The Fusion has a great looking picture
with good dynamic range and color
reproduction, and OverCapture is
a new way to get more from a 360
camera. We wish OvercCapture data
could be imported to the desktop app
or at least stabilized, but all in all, the
Fusion is a strong camera, arguably
the best in its class.
Chris Monlux drinks lots of coffee. It’s yummy in
his tum tum. He is also Videomaker’s Multimedia Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/19377
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Ricoh Theta V

Ricoh
Theta V

TECH SPECS

Sensor: 2 x 1/2.3" CMOS
Effective Pixels: 12 MP (Photo)
Maximum Aperture: f/2
Lens Elements: 7
Minimum Focusing Distance: 4.0"
/ 10.2 cm

Recording Media: Internal Flash

by Chris Monlux

Memory

Video Format:
• 3840 x 1920p at 29.97 fps (56 Mb/s
MP4 via H.264)

The form factor is
strong with this one.

• 1920 x 960p at 29.97 fps (16 Mb/s
MP4 via H.264)

Still Image Resolution: JPEG: 12
Megapixel, 5376 x 2688

Ricoh

www.theta360.com

STRENGTHS
• Great form factor
• Easy workflow
WEAKNESSES
• Non-removeable battery
• No manual exposure for video
shooters
SUMMARY
The Ricoh Theta V comes from a
long line of 360 cameras from Ricoh.
It shoots 4K 360 video and can
livestream.
RECOMMENDED USERS
• Home video shooters & Enthusiast
filmmakers
• Event Videographers
• YouTubers & Social media
enthusiasts
• Journalists & Travel videographers
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T

he Ricoh Theta V is a great value,
but it’s not without some flaws.
Although the image is great, there are
a couple of strange issues for video
shooters — no removable memory
or battery. However, Ricoh has a long
history with 360 cameras and that expertise makes for a nice camera with a
great workflow. The Theta V is the fifth
camera, thus the name, in the Theta
line, with the M13, M15, S and SC coming before it.
Let’s start off this review by saying
that any 360 camera shooting lower
than 4K resolution isn’t worth using.
In a world where we see high resolution daily, 4K is the minimum resolution to work in when shooting 360
video. Any lower, and the shot will not
be sharp or detailed enough for immersive viewing.
The Theta V shoots 360 degree
video in 4K and can capture 12 megapixel (MP) stills. It’s capable of live
streaming in 360 and has four built-in
mics to capture audio from every
direction. With a twin lens system, the
Theta V captures up to 19 Gigabytes
(GB) of internal memory and works
with both iOS and Android devices.
The Theta V has two notable additional accessories, the TW-1 Underwater
Housing (MSRP 200 dollars), which
allows for underwater use, and the A-1
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018
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Audio Format: AAC-LC
Built-In Mic: Yes
Outputs: 1 x USB Micro-B
Microphone Input: Yes
Battery: Rechargeable Lithium-Ion
Battery Pack

Charging Method: USB
Weight: 4.268 oz / 121 g
the bottom is flat, the camera can stand
on its own. This isn’t the best, however,
as this opens you up to the liability of
the camera falling over.

The Good and the Bad

Let’s go over the ups and downs of
the Theta V, starting with the good.
Overall, the Theta V is as advertised.
For its price, it has a good feature-set
and functions as you’d want it to.
Using the app is easy and the overall
workflow from capture to sharing is
seamless. We liked the built-in spherical audio capture. Having directional
sound makes the viewing experience
that much more immersive.
Before we list the bad, our goal with
any camera we review is to find out
how well it works for video production. Going deeper than just capturing
images, we consider the whole experience, all the way to delivery.

The Theta V has full exposure control when shooting stills, but only for
stills. When it comes to shooting video,
there is only exposure value (EV) control. It gives you up to two stops under
or over exposed. However, there are
no independent exposure controls for
shutter, aperture or ISO when shooting video. With a bit rate in 4K of 56
megabits per second (Mbps), it captures
420 megabytes (MB) per minute, giving
you about 45 minutes of record time
internally, with a 25 minute clip length
limit. Neither the media nor the battery
are removable.
When shooting 360 video, the
shooter will need to choose if they are
going to stay in one place or try moving the camera. The Theta V has no
stabilization. That’s not that big of an
issue when you consider that movement in 360 video can be nauseating to
some viewers anyway.
If you are getting the Theta V for
shooting stills, it’s a great choice.
However, the stills from the V are still
the same resolution as from the Theta
S, so the benefit from the new model
is nominal for stills shooters.
Because the Theta has no way to
preview what you are shooting, it must
be used with a phone. When researching Amazon reviews, we read lots of
reports of issues with Android devices.
We tested this with a Samsung Galaxy
S8 and an Apple iPhone 7S, and we
weren’t able to replicate any of those
issues. The biggest strong point of the
Theta V is its workflow and the usability of its app.
The one issue we had was that every
time we needed to use the app, we had
to reconnect the phone to the camera.
We found that whenever the camera is
off, the connection is lost and must be
reestablished manually.
The quality of the images from
the Theta are good. However, good is
subjective to how the viewer will be
watching. If you plan to use the Theta
V for social posts viewed on a phone or
tablet, the Theta V will work well. If you
plan to have them viewed on a headset,
computer or TV, you might want to look
at a camera with a higher resolution.
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Marketplace

The market is blanketed with 360
cameras at the moment. They come
in many shapes and sizes, from small
clip-on cameras to full on multicamera rigs. To evaluate the value of
the Theta V, we’re going to stick with
consumer range stand-alone spherical
video cameras with a minimum video
resolution of 4K.
The GoPro Fusion is the most expensive option at 700 dollars. Supporting
up to 5.2K resolutions at 30 frames per
second (fps) and up to 60 fps in 3K,
the Fusion captures 18MP stills and is
waterproof down to 16 feet. Both the
battery and the recording media are
removable. Capturing to two micro SD
cards, stitching can be done either in
the mobile app or via a computer. It’s
likely that if you are considering the
Fusion, the Theta V won’t cut it. The
two cameras have a significantly different recommended users.
Next up is the Insta360 One, priced
at 300 dollars. Shooting up to 4K
video and 24MP stills, it can also live
stream. The One has 6-Axis gyroscopic image stabilization and captures to
a microSD card. This camera also uses
a built in battery and has a ¼-inch
20 threaded mount for attaching to a
tripod or stand.
Last up is the Yi 360 VR for 400 dollars. It can shoot up to 5.7K and up to
4K at 30 fps with in camera stitching.
It’s also capable of live streaming. The
Yi’s app supports both iOS and Android and the kit includes a tripod.

Final Thoughts

For still shooters the Ricoh Theta V is
a great camera. For video shooters, not
as much. If you want to dabble in 360
video and don’t care about manual
exposure controls and non removable
media or battery, its a great value. We
loved the workflow, but the overall
video feature set is weak.
contents

Chris Monlux has dance moves you wouldn’t
believe. No, he won’t show them to you. He is
also Videomaker’s Multimedia Editor.
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INTERCHANGEABLE-LENS CAMERA
BUYER’S GUIDE

There is no perfect camera. There is no silver bullet. No
matter what you buy, you’re making a sacrifice. No camera
will make up for a lack of skill, knowledge or practice — and
that includes every camera we have chosen to feature here.
This buyer’s guide is designed to steer you through a storm
of indecision towards the camera that will fit your budget
and needs best.

W

hile we have more options
and more technology than
ever before, buying a new
camera has never been more diffi
cult.
difficult.
It’s not just that there are dozens of
cameras to choose from, it’s that each
one offers something different, while
at the same time sacrifi
cing other
sacrificing
desirable features. Before you consider
any camera, you need to know about
the features and options you’ll require.

Resolution

To start, you’ll need to know what
the fi
nal resolution of your video
final
needs to be. If a 4K fi
nal product
final
isn’t needed, you might not need
4K as a feature. In many places, like
here in the United States, we don’t
broadcast anything in higher resolutions than HD on TV. Fortunately,
shooting in a higher resolution like
4K should deliver a sharper fi
nal
final
video when producing for HD delivery. It also allows you to crop in and
not lose resolution. In the best cases,
the added fl
exibility to crop, zoom
flexibility
or pan a shot without resolution loss
is a big deal. In other situations, it
can make shooters lazy, since they
know it’s easier to fi
x problems in
fix
post. Higher resolutions also add to
the size of the fi
les and the resources
files
needed to work with such footage in
post-production.

As technology has progressed, we’re
now also starting to see more sensors
capable of higher than 4K resolutions, with the newest models offering
resolutions up to 8K. These higher
resolutions amplify both the benefits
and drawbacks of 4K shooting and
will likely be used only in high-end
productions, at least for now.
If you’re considering a 4K capable
camera, you should be aware that
there are two flavors of 4K: UHD and
DCI 4K. DCI has 256 more horizontal
pixels than UHD and is the cinema
standard, whereas UHD is the consumer standard and is therefore much
more common.

Sensor Size

Generally speaking, most cameras are
priced based on their sensor size. The
smaller the sensor, the more likely
that the camera housing it will be
affordable. This is because the sensor
is one of the most expensive parts of
any camera.
Sensor size is most apparent in
the way it affects the field-of-view of
a shot. Smaller sensors come with a
crop factor, which is used to figure
a lens’ effective focal length when
used with that sensor. The effective
focal length of a lens is based on the
standard of 35mm photo film. A full
frame sensor is considered full-frame
V I D E O M AKE R > > > M AY 2 0 1 8

because it’s the same size as actual
35mm film. Full frame sensors, therefore, do not have a crop factor. The
focal length listed on lenses is based
on that 35mm standard, so it will
correlate to the actual field of view
captured by the lens when paired with
a full frame sensor.
Cameras using full frame sensors
will generally be more expensive, but
there are several other common sensor sizes that you might encounter.
The first is Micro Four Thirds. This is
one of the smallest sensors offered
on interchangeable-lens cameras. Its
crop factor is 2x. With that crop, a
24 millimeter (mm) lens will have an
effective focal length of 48mm, meaning shooters will have a narrower
field of view and will have to back the
camera further away from the subject
to achieve the same framing.
The next sensor size to understand
is APS-C. It has a 1.6x or 1.5x crop
factor depending on the manufacturer.
With a 24mm lens, you have an effective focal length of about 38mm when
factoring in the crop.
A very similar sensor size to APS-C
is Super 35. Super 35 has a crop factor
of 1.4x to 1.5x crop, again depending
on the manufacturer. A 24mm lens
would have an effective focal length of
36mm using a Super 35 sensor. Super
35 is the most common sensor size
in high-end digital cinema cameras
and emulates Super 35 motion picture
film. If you want to achieve the closest
possible look to a Hollywood film, this
is the sensor size for you.
When looking at cameras with different sensor sizes, focus on whether
your work and the lenses you use are
compatible with the crop factor. For
example, imagine you’re shooting
an interview with your subject in a
medium shot. You’re in a small room
and shooting with a Micro Four Thirds
camera. If you’re using a 50 millimeter lens, you’ll struggle to be able to
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get the shot because the effective focal
length of that lens is 100 millimeters
when used with a Micro Four Thirds
sensor. You’ll have to back the camera
up so far that you may not be able to
fit everything you want to within your
field-of-view depending on the size of
the room.

Lens Compatibility

Lens mount is also important. This is
typically tied to the sensor size. The
larger the sensor, the larger the glass
in the lens needs to be. The lens needs
to be able to cover the whole sensor
with light. That’s why a full-frame
lens can work with an adapter on a
smaller sensor, but a small sensor lens
will not work on a full-frame camera
regardless of the adapter. It won’t
cast enough light to cover the whole
sensor. If you already have a lens collection, consider lens-mount compatibility before you end-up having to put
your old lenses on Craigslist.

Audio Inputs

If you want professional quality video,
you need good audio. Look for what
types of audio inputs a camera has as
you’re shopping. Does it have XLR or
eighth-inch inputs? How many audio
inputs does it have total?
To properly monitor your audio,
an independent headphone jack is
essential. Some cameras offer only a
combined audio-in/headphone-out
jack — similar to what’s probably on
your phone. This makes monitoring
live audio impossible. Cameras under
1,000 dollars tend to only offer a combined jack.

Frame Rate Options
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The term overcrank refers to the ability to shoot more frames per second
in order to slow down footage for
slow motion. If you want to achieve
glass-smooth slow motion, be sure to
check what max frame rate the camera offers. The more frames per second it shoots, the slower the footage
will look when played back at normal
frame rates. Everything faster than 60
frames per second (fps) is considered
good for cinematic slow mo. Some
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cameras offer the ability to conform
faster frame rates in camera. This
gives you the ability to playback your
slow motion footage within the camera without needing post-processing
to see the slow motion effect. Other
cameras need their footage to be digitally interpreted to a lower frame rate
in the edit suite, which tends to be
hit or miss depending on how much
experience you have shooting slow
motion video.
Additionally, it’s common that some
frame rates won’t be available in every
resolution. Make sure you know your
final delivery resolution so you can
make sure you’ll be able to shoot in
the frame rate you want at the resolution you require.

Bitrate: File Size, Image Quality
and Efficiency

One important feature that’s not often
advertised is bitrate. Bitrate is best
described as the amount of data in
every second of video — it determines
the size of the files the camera creates. Low bitrate usually means a high
amount of compression. This means
you’ll get artifacting or tearing when
there is lots of movement in your
shot. On the other hand, shoot with a
high bitrate when you don’t need it,
and your files will be larger than they
need to be.

Color Reproduction

When comes to color reproduction,
the first thing to look at is bit depth.
Bit depth is sometimes confused with
bitrate, but they are not the same
thing. Bit depth is expressed as 8-bit
or 10-bit — sometimes higher on professional cinema cameras. A camera
capable of recording at a higher bitdepth will be able to reproduce more
colors leading to fewer issues with
color banding and more flexibility in
post-production
Chroma subsampling, another factor in color reproduction, involves the
compression of color information. It’s
expressed as a ratio of the pixel width
of a sampling region compared to the
number of pixels sampled from each
row in that sampling region. When
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018

the chroma information is reduced
due to chroma subsampling, dynamic
color grading can reveal digital artifacts in footage. That’s why a camera
supporting codecs with 4:4:4 chroma
subsampling are more desirable than
those using 4:2:2 or 4:2:0, which store
less color information.

Dynamic Range, HDR
and Log Shooting

The dynamic range of a camera
determines how well it can capture
details in both dark and light sections
of the same image. A camera with a
small dynamic range will force you to
compromise in your exposure when
shooting in mixed light intensity,
while cameras with a larger dynamic
range will give you more latitude.
High-end cameras can offer as
much as 15 or more stops of dynamic
range. The result is a more cinematic
image that comes closer to the capabilities of film.
To get the most dynamic range
from a given sensor, it’s now common for professional and prosumer
cameras to offer a logarithmic picture
profile, usually abbreviated to log. Log
shooting uses a logarithmic curve,
rather than a linear curve, to calculate
exposure values. This allows for a
larger number of gradations in some
areas of the spectrum. Log captures
more of these gradations and lets you
assign what they’ll be in post using
lookup tables, or LUTs. The end result
is a more flexible image with more
dynamic range.
An extension of this desire to
capture more detail in shadows and
highlights is High Dynamic Range
(HDR), a feature we expect to see
more frequently as new cameras are
released. Shooting in HDR results in
a brighter overall image with more
details in both the shadows and the
highlights. There are a few different
standards, including HDR10, Dolby
Vision and Hybrid Log Gamma, or
HLG. HLG is probably the format
you’ll encounter most often since,
unlike other formats, viewing HLG
footage does not require an HDRenabled monitor.

Low Light Performance
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planning a lot of shooting in dark or
in uncontrolled environments, there
are definitely other factors that should
ultimately have more influence on
your purchasing decision.

Shot Assist Tools and Extras

Some cameras include nice extras like
image stabilization, autofocus and
shot assist tools. These features will be
more or less important depending on
your shooting style and existing gear.
In-body image stabilization is good
for times when you’ll be shooting
hand-held or even with a minimal rig.
Usually, you’ll find either 3-axis or
5-axis systems rated in stops of shake
reduction. Look for cameras that
advertise optical image stabilization
or sensor stabilization — not digital
stabilization, which will degrade the
quality of the image.
Autofocus is another feature that
will be more valuable to some than
to others. Because focus is so critical
to a video’s perceived image quality,
we usually recommend pulling focus
manually, but sometimes autofocus
is just easier or more effective. Each
manufacturer has a slightly different
naming convention for their autofocus systems, but in general, they
will all be some version of phase
detection (faster), contrast detection
(more accurate) or a combination
of the two in the case of hybrid systems. Look for cameras with faster
autofocus systems and more focus
points if you think you’ll want to use
autofocus frequently.

Shot assist tools like focus peaking,
zebras stripes and waveform monitors are useful for any video producer,
though some will get used more than
others and none are strictly necessary
to achieve the shot you’re going after.
Still, these tools do make it much easier to get proper exposure and focus.
Cameras with these features should be
considered more strongly than cameras without them. These tools are also
built into most external monitors, so
that’s an option to consider, as well.

Monitoring Options

The type of of monitoring a camera
has can affect your ability to see
your shot well enough to get proper
exposure and focus. Find out if the
LCD screen has any articulation. If so,
will it fit your type of shooting? If you
vlog or shoot selfies, being able to see
yourself while shooting is a must, so
choose a monitor that flips out and rotates 180 degrees. Some monitors are
highly reflective, so you might require
a tilting screen to be able to suppress
any unwanted glare.
Outside of the monitor connected
to the camera, you might need to use
an external monitor. It’s best to know
if the camera has an HDMI output,
and if so, what size it is.

Form Factor

There’s a wide range of weights an
interchangeable-lens camera can be.
Smaller mirrorless cameras tend to be
lightweight and don’t require a heavyduty tripod. However, if your camera
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is heavier than five pounds, making
sure your tripod and other supports
can handle the weight will be key.
This will allow you to operate the support as it was designed. Many different support systems will not function
or will improperly function if they are
over-weighted, and tripods capable of
holding heavy cameras tend to come
with big price tags.

yield very professional cinematic
works. Not only can you use these as
your A-camera if you’re just starting
out, but some of these cameras have
been used as solid B-cams on highend productions.

Canon EOS M50 - $780

Now that you know how to choose
an interchangeable lens camera, here
are our recommendations broken into
three price ranges. It should be obvious that the more money you spend,
the greater your expectations should
be. If you have Spielbergian dreams
but a meager budget, you’ll need to
change your expectations. With that
said, here’s our list.

The Canon EOS M50 sports a
24.1-megapixel APS-C sensor with an
ISO range of 100-25,600, expandable
to 51,200. Canon credits their new
DIGIC 8 image processor for the M50’s
improved low-light performance compared to previous models. The DIGIC
8 also allows the M50 to capture 4K
video at 24 fps, 1080p video at 60 fps,
and 720p video at 120 fps.
While one of the big features for
the M50 is its 4K capabilities, it comes
with a 1.6x crop. That’s an additional
crop to the already in place 1.6x APSC crop factor. The M50 uses Canon’s
Dual Pixel CMOS AF and a new “eye
detection AF” that automatically locks
focus to a subject’s eyes, but you can’t
the use phase-detection Dual Pixel AF
in 4K. The feature is only usable in
1080p video or lower, with contrastdetection AF available in 4K.
The M50 has built-in Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and NFC connectivity, and
there’s a vari-angle, flippable touchscreen, a new silent-shooting mode,
an external 3.5mm microphone input,
an HDMI output and a micro-USB port.

Entry Level but Still Killing It

Nikon D7500 - $1,250

Gear and Workflow Considerations

The last thing you must consider is
the equipment you already have. Is
the equipment you already use compatible with what you are looking to
buy? Don’t forget all of the accessories
that are required to get the best shot.
Accessories like cables, lenses, tripods,
batteries and media can get expensive.
Don’t be the person who buys a new
camera but can’t use it because they
don’t have all of the additional products you need to operate it.

Time to Choose

Our entry level list has some impressive contenders, all of which can

Though it’s clear Nikon is still catering most directly to photographers,

features like 4K UHD video recording,
separate headphone and mic jacks,
as well as zebra stripes for monitoring exposure make the Nikon D7500
a more-than-viable option for videofocused producers.
The D7500 uses a 20.9 megapixel
DX format sensor to capture 4K UHD
video at up to 30 frames per second
or 1080 HD at up to 60 frames per second with an ISO range of 100-51,200.
The 23.5mm x 15.6mm DX sensor
give a 1.5x crop factor, increasing to
2.2x in 4K. The camera is also capable
of continuous still image shooting at
speeds up to 8 frames per second.
Nikon also promises image quality
and processing to rival the awardwinning Nikon D500.
Other features that make the
D7500 appealing to video shooters
include the camera’s 3-axis builtin e-VR image stabilization and the
ability to output simultaneously
both to the internal SD card and as
uncompressed 4:2:2 4K via HDMI.
The camera also supports power
aperture for smooth exposure and
depth of field control. The Nikon
D7500 features a 3.2-inch tilting
touch-sensitive display and includes
built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.

Sony a6500 - $1,500

The Sony a6500 is an affordable
alternative to models on the higher
end of the Sony alpha line while
offering more functionality than
the very similar a6300. It uses a
24.2 megapixel APS-C sensor and a

BIONZ X image processor to shoot
up to UHD 4K. Slow and Quick mode
allow for shooting up to 120 frames
per second in full HD. The ISO range
is 100-25600, extending to 51200.
The camera also features S-Log3 and
5-axis image stabilization along with
a touch-enabled rear display. There
is also a stereo mic input for external
audio recording.
The a6500 is also a fantastic Bcamera if you already have another
Sony camera. The image is spectacular and the camera is easy to use.
One thing you do sacrifice for the
price is buttons. The a6500 has a lot
fewer physical buttons than its big
brothers. Also, like with other Sony
cameras, the battery life is limited
to a bit over an hour when shooting
video, and the camera is prone to
overheating in warm environments
or direct sun.

Panasonic G9 - $1,700

The Panasonic G9 offers 5-axis mechanical image stabilization just like
its big brother, the GH5, and it’s got
the same 20.3-megapixel Micro Four
Thirds sensor. The G9 and the GH5
also use the same image processor,
though it’s reported that Panasonic
made improvements to the sensor’s
AF speeds since the GH5, allowing
the G9 to autofocus in 0.04 seconds
in certain conditions. The Panasonic
G9 is capable of 4K recording at 60
fps, but it unfortunately can’t do
10-bit with up to a million colors like
the GH5 can. It can instead do 4:2:0

8-bit at a 150Mbps data rate. The G9
is geared more to photographers than
the GH5, making it a good hybridshooter’s camera.

Fujiﬁlm X-H1- $1,900

The Fujifilm X-H1 uses a 23-megapixel APS-C X-Trans III sensor to shoot up
to DCI 4K, 24 fps video and 4K UHD at
up to 30p, with a maximum bit rate of
200 Mbps. It has an ISO range of 200128000, extendable to 100-51200.
The Fujifilm X-H1 also features a
325-point intelligent hybrid autofocus system. Also notable is a 120 fps
mode in 1080, along with F-log, SD
card recording, a 12-stop dynamic
range setting, a new internal microphone and a flicker reduction mode
that Fujifilm claims eliminates strobing and banding under fluorescent
and mercury lighting. Additionally,
there’s a new mode called ETERNA
that aims to emulate the look of film.
The body of the X-H1 is dust and
water resistant and has two dual-dials
that allow you to control its shutter
speed, ISO and shooting and focus
modes, eliminating a lot of menu
navigation. It also has a top LCD
that displays information like shutter speed, f-stop, ISO and shooting
modes. The X-H1 features a 3.5mm
stereo mic input, but sadly, there’s no
built-in headphone jack.

Professional but Economical

The camera list for this section is pretty lengthy, yet we didn’t even cover a
quarter of what was available. Every

month, it seems some company is
releasing a new camera. The cameras
on this list were chosen in part due to
their quality and features and well as
notable mentions for quality brands
that are often overlooked.

Olympus Om-D E-M1 - $2000

The Olympus Om-D E-M1 is the first
4K camera under the Olympus name
and it deserves a close look. Yes, it
is Micro Four Thirds with a 2x crop,
which is very uncool, but it records
full DCI 4K at 237 megabits per
second with image stabilization on
the sensor — very cool. Priced at just
under 2,000 dollars, it’s a real bargain.

Panasonic Lumix GH5 $2,000

Panasonic’s follow up to the equally
legendary GH4, the Lumix GH5 is
currently priced just shy of 2,000
dollars, and for that you get DCI 4K
at 10-bit 4:2:2, 150 megabits per second and 12 stops of dynamic range.
For just 100 dollars more you can
add V-log, Panasonic’s log format.
You want high speed? The GH5 can
record up to 180 frames per second
in HD. Pus, this bad boy is able able
to record anamorphic 4K.
There’s a reason the GH5 isn’t the
obvious choice for number one: Panasonic is sticking with Micro Four
Thirds, which means you have a 2x
crop. This isn’t the end of the world
however — when accompanied with
a Metabones Speed Booster, much of
this crop can be diminished.
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Panasonic Lumix GH5s $2,500

With a new 10.2-megapixel Digital
MOS sensor, Dual Native ISO and a Venus Engine 10, the Panasonic LUMIX
GH5s aims to correct one of our only
issues with the GH5: its performance
in low light. Though the two cameras
share many similarities, Dual Native
ISO technology borrowed from Panasonic’s VariCam line helps the GH5s
shoot at higher ISOs with less noise
than was possible with the GH5.
The GH5s is the first mirrorless
camera to offer 4K 60p video recording in Cinema 4K — a pretty big
milestone. And thankfully, just like the
GH5, there isn’t any record time limit
for either full HD or 4K recording on
the GH5s. In addition to 10-bit video
recording, photo shooting in a 14-bit
RAW format is also possible.
As for slow-mo, the GH5s shoots
video in 4K at 60 fps, for a maximum
2.5x slow-mo, and in full HD at 240
fps, for a maximum 10x slow-mo.
The camera will allow users to shoot
time-lapse, as well. Absent from the
GH5s, however, is the 5-axis in-body
stabilization of the GH5. If you’re
choosing between the GH5 and the
GH5s, you’ll be confronting a trade-off
between low-light performance and
image stabilization.

JVC GY-LS300 - $2,500

If you are an event photographer,
news producer or documentarian,
this is a camera you should con-

sider. While it doesn’t produce a
very cinematic image, the Super 35
sensor gives you that beautiful shallow depth of field, though the Micro
Four Thirds lens mount can make it
difficult to find a lot of lenses to cover
that large sensor without adapters.
For only about 2,500 dollars, you
get UHD at 150 megabits per second
in H.264 or, impressively, you can
record HD in 4:2:2 internally. This
is a camera that has all the standard
video camera features many have
learned to live without, such as real
XLR inputs and SDI and HDMI outputs. If you are shooting a documentary, this is a great camera to use.

Sony a7S II - $2,700

The Sony a7S II is the glorious 4K follow up to the legendary a7S. For about
2,700 dollars, you get a full frame
UHD camera with 12 stops of dynamic
range that can record in S-log2 and Slog3. Oh, and you can overcrank up to
120 frames per second, though when
doing so, there’s a 2.2x crop. The image out of this animal is spectacular,
and this is all without mentioning its
most impressive trick. The a7S II can
basically see in the dark. No camera
at any price point comes close to the
low-light performance of the a7S II. It
uses Sony E mount but can be adapted
to take almost any lens.

Canon 5D Mark IV - $3,500

No sub-4,000 dollar camera list would
be complete without mentioning the

newest version of the camera that
started it all. The Canon 5D series
has been a staple in the filmmaking
world since the very beginning. While
Canon has been reluctant to add new
video features to this series, they
remain a strong contender.
Very few cameras reproduce colors
quite as pleasingly as a Canon camera.
The Canon 5D Mark IV will run you a
whopping 3,500 dollars, which is admittedly a lot for what you get when
compared to other cameras on this
list. The 5D Mark IV has a full frame
sensor that produces one of the best
images in its class and can impressively record DCI 4K at 500 megabits per
second. Unfortunately — and this is a
biggie for many users — when recording 4K, the sensor crops 1.64x. This is
seriously uncool, not to mention the
Canon is still missing focus peaking
and punch in focus while recording.
Still though, there are 5D die hards
out there, and they aren’t wrong. It’s
got a beautiful image and is a worldclass stills camera.

Nikon D850 - $3,300

The D850 is a lot like the 5D Mark
IV, but when you look that their
full-frame sensors, that’s when they
begin to separate. Nikon’s D850
is a full frame DSLR camera, like
Canon’s 5D Mark IV, but the D850
doesn’t have a crop factor when
shooting 4K. That’s one of the very
few differences between the two,
but it’s a major one. It could help the

D850 surpass the 5D Mark IV as a
video-friendly DSLR.
To add to its versatility, Nikon also
promises impressive low-light abilities
for shooting events like weddings,
and touts the camera’s capabilities in
landscape photography, and, possibly most important to video creators,
its 4K UHD flexibility. The camera’s
ISO is ranged from 64 - 25,600 and is
expandable down to ISO 32 and up
to 102,400. Nikon says that the D850
is capable of shooting up to 7 still
frames per second continuously at full
resolution with full AF/AE.
The D850’s FC BSI CMOS sensor
allows for 4K UHD output at a fullframe width at 16:9. The camera also
allows filmmakers to capture slow
motion footage at Full HD 1080p at
120 frames per second and features
an onboard stereo microphone, inputs
for headphones and microphone and
an audio attenuator meant to regulate
sound levels.

The Big Guns

Almost all the cameras in this section
were designed to be cinematic video
cameras first. All will have your basic
video features such as proper audio
and video inputs and outputs, focus
peaking, zebra stripes and other helpful shot assist tools.

Blackmagic Design
URSA Mini Pro 4.6K - $6,000
With loads of external buttons and
knobs for more tactile control, the

URSA Mini Pro 4.6K brings ENG functionality to the URSA Mini form factor.
With built-in neutral density filters
covering two, four and six stops, XLR
audio inputs and external controls for
ISO, shutter, white balance and other
frequently accessed settings, the URSA
Mini Pro 4.6K is made to appeal to
professional broadcast shooters as
well as cinematographers.
With the 4.6K sensor, you can
capture resolutions greater than DCI
4K at up to 60 frames per second
with up to 15 stops of dynamic
range. You can also record in 12-bit
CinemaDNG RAW, giving you lots of
flexibility to get the look you want in
post-production.
The camera also features SD card
compatibility along with C-Fast 2.0
media. New codecs including Apple
ProRes 4444 XQ and ProRes 4444
QuickTime have also been added
with this model, along with a lens
control connector for servo-zoom lens
control. Like other URSA models, the
URSA Mini Pro offers several interchangeable lens mounts.

Panasonic EVA1 - $7,500

The EVA1 is equipped with a newly
developed 5.7K Super35 sensor
capable of capturing more color information than 4K sensors. The new
sensor promises sharper and more
accurate images at 4K resolutions all
the way down to 720p. Dual Native
ISO, also found in the VariCam line
and now the GH5s, gives the EVA1 the

flexibility needed to work in a variety
of lighting situations.
Continuing Panasonic’s emphasis on
flexibility and image quality, the EVA1
includes V-Log and V-Gamut along with
the same colorimetry of the VariCam
line. Additionally, the EVA1 is capable
of recording 4:2:2 10-bit 4K video at
up to 60 frames per second. Frame
rates of up to 240 frames per second
are possible when shooting in 2K. The
EVA1 records at up to 400 megabits per
second to SD cards and includes HDMI
and SDI 4K video outputs.
Panasonic promises to add in 5.7K
Raw output to external recorders in a
future update.
The camera uses the EF lens
mount and features Electronic Image Stabilization to compensate for
shake or blurring from shooting
handheld. In addition to an integrated ND filter covering 2, 4 and 6
stops, the camera will also allow for
the IR Cut filter to be moved out of
the image path to achieve unique
effects and night vision imagery. For
audio recording, the EVA1 includes
dual balanced XLR inputs.

Canon EOS C200 - $7,500

The Canon EOS C200 features two
4K video formats and Canon’s new
Cinema RAW Light. The camera use
an 8.85 megapixel CMOS sensor and
newly developed dual DIGIC DV6
image processing system to capture
video in full HD, 2K and both 4K
UHD and 4K DCI video. Cinema RAW
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Light is available in 4K at up to 60p
at 10-bit and 30p at 12-bit. Frame
rates up to 120 frames per second
are available in 1080p for slow motion recording.
The new Cinema RAW Light format
is designed to shrink file sizes down
to between one-third and one-fifth the
size of a Cinema RAW file without losing flexibility in post-production. 4K
Cinema RAW Light footage is recorded
internally to a CFast card while proxy
MP4 video can be recorded simultaneously to an SD card. 8-bit 4K video at
up to 60p can also be exported to SD
in the MP4 format.
Other notable features include
oversampling HD processing, wide DR
gamma, an ISO range of 100-102400
with 54db gain, an improved grip and
support for Canon CINE-SERVO and
EF Cinema lenses. Handy for run-andgun shooters, the camera also has a
built-in ND filter.
Also available, the C200B is a pared
down version, missing the LCD monitor, LCD attachment, camera grip,
handle unit and 1.77 million dot OLED
Electronic View Finder (EVF) that are
packaged with the C200. This makes
the C200B a good option for gimbal
and drone use while the C200 is built
for more traditional cinema, documentary and event production.

Sony FS7 II - $9,000

The Super 35 FS7 II records up to 12bit DCI 4K Raw or 10-bit 4:2:2 in UHD.

You can shoot up to 60 frames per
second in 4K and up to 180 frames
per second in HD. S-log 3 recording
is also available. The FS7 II does not
discontinue its predecessor the FS7
but rather offers a few more bells and
whistles at a higher price point.
The Sony FS7 II comes with the new
electronic variable ND filter, much like
the one on the FS5, along with a new
robust lever lock type E-mount system
to protect against accidental lens
drops and to alleviate the need for
more support when the lens is heavy
or when lens adapters are used. There
are a few changes to the physical
body of the camera compared to the
original F7S, with a newly refined mechanical design offering an expanded
10 programmable buttons. With an
overall design prioritizing ergonomics,
you cannot beat this camera for handheld production.

RED Raven - $12,600

The Raven brain alone is priced at
only 6,950 dollars, but to be able to
shoot anything you will need tons of
proprietary RED hardware to get going. The base package needed comes
in at 5,643 dollars, putting this camera
— without lenses — at about 12,600
bucks. That is a whopping 3,600 dollars more than the next most expensive camera in this category.
RED is famous for its impressive
cinematic image and this camera
does not disappoint. At 16.5 stops, the
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Raven has far more dynamic range
than anything on this list with a codec
that is also superior to its competition. You can record up to 120 frames
per second in DCI 4K, 150 in 3K and
a whopping 240 in 2K. This camera
is right at home on large productions,
but its form factor doesn’t make it a
great choice for run-and-gun or single
shooter situations.
The Raven is an incredible camera, even for the money, but is it a
better choice than the less pricey
cameras on this list? This is a personal question. There is no doubt
that you can get high-end professional results with any of the cameras listed here. What you have to ask
yourself is, “What kind of shooting
will I be doing?” If this camera lives
on set with a crew, and you have a
large budget, then the Raven is the
obvious choice. On the other hand,
if you are running and gunning or
working in small teams — or just
don’t have a crazy sum of money to
spend — then there are other cameras that may be a better option.

Final Thoughts

It is extremely hard not to get caught
up in the latest camera craze. Much
like J Thaddeus Toad, we have been
overcome by the mania, consumed
by the thought of the latest technology on the newest camera. But
like Mr. Toad, this story never ends
in satisfaction. If you are always
chasing the best and latest, you will
never learn to make better videos
with the tools you have.
The perfect camera for you is the
one that you can afford. Every camera
on this list can be used to tell stories
in a spectacular fashion. Sure, a RED
will probably look slightly better and
you may not have to work as hard to
get the image where you want it, but if
you are solid in your trade and know
how to tell a compelling story, that
does not matter. We are slaves to the
story not our cameras.
You can comment on this article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/19369

Resources

Did you know that Videomaker has a whole library of free training
downloads available to anyone interested in making better video?

Go to Videomaker.com/FreeReports

New titles
continue to be
added, so check
back often.

Available Reports
• 5 Advertising Tricks for YouTube
• Master YouTube: Get Viewers and Make Money
• Optimizing Your Video For YouTube Search
• The Essential Guide To Building A Home Studio
• The Top 5 Accessories for A DSLR Video Shoot
• 8 Tips for a Stellar First Video
• How to Make a Viral Video
• Screenplay Writing: How to Format a Screenplay
• How to Make a Storyboard
• Understanding the New Breed of Digital Cinema Cameras
• Best Types of Lightweight Tripods for Cameras
• Cinematography Techniques:
The Different Types of Shots in Film
• How to Make a DIY Green Screen
• Multi-Camera Shooting for Event Videography
• What’s the Best Video Format for Online Distribution?
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Stabilizing a camera for a
smooth moving shot has always
been a challenge. In the days of
old, when cameras where large,
heavy and cumbersome, the
camera department required
a small army with an arsenal
of camera support equipment
to make smooth, fluid moving
shots. Although today’s cameras are smaller and lighter with
more efficient media acquisition
abilities, the challenge remains
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— with some changes.

shooting conditions. The three-axis
compensation breaks-down like this:
tilt (pitch), pan (heading) and roll.
Gimbals allow the camera to be fixed
on the center of these axes, and the
gimbal handles rotate around it while
the camera stays still. Motorized
gimbals are able to do this especially
well, due to their electronic motors,
which respond at the same speed
as the movement of the handles,
therefore keeping the camera stable.
A good quality three-axis gimbal also
V I D E O M AKE R > > > M AY 2 0 1 8

offers a vibration and shake free
camera shooting experience, sometimes with the aid of your camera or
lens’ optical stabilization system.
All four models we are looking at
are three-axis gimbals, though the
Glidecam is the only unit of the four
that is non-motorized and the FreeFly
is made solely for smartphones.

Starting Small
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not? With over twenty-five cell phones recording 1440p resolution (2960x1440 pixels)
and Sony, Google, Samsung and Apple producing phones that shoot 4K resolution (3840
x 2160), this is a nice compact, lightweight
camera option.
When choosing a gimbal for your phone,
you’ll need to account for both the width and
the weight that the gimbal must accommodate.
You’ll also want to look at compatibility, app
functionality and any special features the gimbal might offer. Make sure the gimbal will work
with the type of phone you plan to shoot with
and provides the functionality you need to get
the shots that you want.
Of the four gimbals highlighted here, the
FreeFly Movi ( also known as the Cinema
Robot) is the only one made for cell phones.

ANOTHER CONSIDERATION WHEN CHOOING
A GIMBAL IS ITS ERGONOMICS — ESPECIALLY
IF YOU ANTICIPATE A LOT OF LONG
SHOOTING DAYS.

This gimbal employs an easy-to-use extra-wide
pinch clamp that will work with smartphones
up to 3.5-inches (90mm) wide. This covers
most smartphones except phablets such as the
99.6mm wide Samsung Galaxy W. Weight-wise,
the Cinema Robot can support anything up to a
RED Hydrogen
One of the main virtues of the Cinema Robot
and small gimbals like it is the compact and
lightweight design. The small unit is made of
fiber-reinforced nylon plastic and weighs 1.3
pounds (600 g) without the phone attached.
This should appeal to travel videographers.
They can throw this thing into their backpack
with their phone in their pocket, and go!
Another consideration when choosing a
gimbal is its ergonomics — especially if you
anticipate long shooting days or want to
capture smooth moving shots of an extended
duration. Most single-handed gimbals will
follow a similar design with the handle
extending down below the camera, but the
FreeFly Movi for Smartphones uses a different form factor with the handle extending
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MODELS TO CONSIDER
FreeFly Movi Motorized Gimbal Stabilizer for
Smartphones (aka Cinema Robot)
Weight of unit: 1.3 lb. / 600 g (without phone)
Camera type: mobile phone
Payload: not known as of writing
Build: not known as of writing
Batteries: (2) 18650 lithium-ion
Case included: “rugged travel case”
Release Date: Spring 2018

Price: $299.99 (MSRP)

DJI Ronin-S

Weight of unit: not known as of writing
Camera type: DSLR & Mirrorless
Payload: not known as of writing
Build: not known as of writing
Batteries: not known as of writing
Case included: not known as of writing
Release Date: Spring 2018

Zhiyun-Tech Crane 2

Weight of unit: 2.8 lb. (1.25 kg)
Camera type: DSLR and mirrorless
cameras
Payload: 1.1 lb (500 g) to 7.1 lb (3200 g)
Build: aluminum alloy
Batteries: (3) 18650 2000mAh Li-ion
Batteries (up to 18 Hours of run time)
Case included: Rubberized semi-hard
case
Release Date: Autumn 2017

Price: not known as of writing
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Price: $749 (MSRP)

Glidecam XR-PRO Handheld Camera Stabilizer
Weight of unit: 2.1 lb.
Camera type: GoPros to DSLRs
Payload: 14 oz. (0.4 kg) to 10 lb. (4.5 kg)
Build: Anodized Aluminum
Batteries: n/a
Case included: no case included
Release Date:
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balance without counterweights. One-handed
stabilizers, on the other hand, are generally
designed for smaller camera setups with
fewer accessories and therefore work better in tighter locations. Now, let’s look at two
popular options.
Chinese drone and gimbal manufacturer DJI
announced and showcased the Ronin-S at CES
2018. Although the company has a wide range
of three-axis handheld gimbal systems, this is
their first single-hand stabilizer for DSLR and
mirrorless cameras.
DJI is proud that their design keeps the
camera’s built-in display unobstructed by the
roll motor, which they’ve managed to position
below most cameras’ LCD screens. This solves
a common problem for gimbals and makes it
possible to clearly see what you’re capturing

SINCE BATTERY POWER IS A LIMITING FACTOR
IN HOW YOU CAN USE YOUR GIMBAL, YOU
MAY WANT TO CONSIDER STABLIZERS THAT
FOREGO BATTERIES ENTIRELY.

without additional accessories — something to
think about as you’re comparing models and
budgeting for gear.
Ease of operation should also be considered
when choosing a gimbal — hard to use controls
will only make it more difficult to get the shot
you’re after. On the Ronin-S, an Osmo-type
trigger lets you toggle between multiple modes
of operation. A single-tap and hold keeps the
camera in one position, a double-tap brings the
camera back to center and a triple-tap spins the
camera 180-degrees into selfie mode. Holding
the trigger disables “smooth track,” and a joystick allows smooth pans and tilts.
DJI has not announced the weight capacity:
As reported by B&H Photo & Video, “Details of
the Ronin S’s payload capacity aren’t currently
available, but DJI assures users that the new
Ronin’s high-torque motors will support ‘popular camera-and-lens combinations,’ such as the
Canon 5D, Panasonic GH, and Sony Alpha systems.” A second staff member at B&H believes
it will have a detachable and changeable battery
system, though DJI has not yet released this
information to the public.
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For another robust, one-handed gimbal option, we can look to the Zhiyun-Tech Crane 2.
The very first thing you need to know about the
extremely popular Crane 2 is the fact that it is
different from the widely-known Crane V2. Be
aware, especially if buying this model secondhand, as the Crane 2 is a fairly big upgrade to
the V2. The new follow-focus wheel — only
compatible with certain Canon cameras — and
the OLED display differentiate the newer model
from the older but lighter V2.
Another upgrade is the addition of a standard
base plate, compatible with Manfrotto quick release systems. This allows you to switch between
tripod and gimbal without switching plates or
needing to rebalance. Since rebalancing can be a
pain on any gimbal, this is a big advantage. Note
also that for the smallest mirrorless cameras, you
may need to add some weight for proper results
— make sure to look at the minimum payload as
well as the maximum, since a camera that is too
light will be just as difficult to balance as one that
is too heavy.
Some gimbals offer special features depending on the camera you plan to use. With the
Crane 2, for instance, Sony mirrorless cameras
can be charged via a Micro USB cable while using the gimbal.
The Crane 2 can also be controlled remotely
via smartphone over Bluetooth using the ZY
Play mobile app, which is rated better for iOS
than Android.
Since motorized gimbals depend on battery
power to operate, estimated battery life and your
anticipated needs may be the deciding factors
in your purchasing decision. Users of the Crane
2 have confirmed eighteen hours of run time
on a single charge of the batteries, though some
videographers found it to be closer to twelve
hours. Either way, a single charge should get you
through a typical shooting day.

a bunch of bolts and washers. It’s a lot to keep
track of and carry. The trickiest part of working with a gimbal is the balancing. All threeaxis gimbals require balancing, but the XRPRO could be a bit of a learning curve. Don’t
expect to use the XR-PRO to its potential the
day it’s unboxed. Remember to remove your
lens cap and have your batteries and media
card inserted as these will affect the balance.
We recommend buying a third-party quick
release plate to make regular set-up easier.
Unlike the other three gimbals, the Glidecam is a two-handed system. Your dominant
hand holds the weight of the stabilizer via the
handle, while your other hand lightly holds
the post to operate it. Left-handed operators
will like this unit since the handle can be used
on either side.
Some videographers like the Glidecam XRPRO system for its simplicity — there are no
motors to get wet or batteries that might run
out of juice. And for videographers who like

to buy Made-in-the-USA gear, the Glidecam XRPRO is the stabilizer for you.

Conclusion

Before buying any gimbal — or video gear in
general for that matter — read plenty of reviews
and user comments. We also recommend renting
a few units before committing to a purchase.
In this author’s opinion, at a time with drones
seem to be hogging the spotlight, the three-axis
gimbal is the tool that can move your video work
into the A+ rating. I cringe when I see my past
shaky-cam footage. For less than 800 dollars, you
can own any of these four models and significantly improve your moving camera shots.
Morgan Paar is a location-independent cinematographer and
producer for Nomadic Frames. Check out his shaky-cam videos on Nomadic Frames’s Facebook page.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/19368

Smooth Shots, No Battery Needed

Since battery power is a limiting factor in how
you can use your gimbal, you may want to
consider stabilizers that forego batteries entirely.
One battery-free option comes from Glidecam.
Glidecam gimbals differ from the other gimbals
highlighted here in a few ways. The biggest difference is the absence of motorized control on
most Glidecam models.
The Glidecam XR-PRO comes with a lot of
parts: posts, multiple plates, large counterweights, small counterweights, thumb nuts and
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NEW Canon EOS C200 EF
Cinema Camera and 24-105mm Lens Kit
The
Professional’s
Source

BandH.com
800-947-9925

This kit from Canon includes the EOS C200 EF Cinema Camera and the Canon
EF 24-105mm f/4L IS II USM Lens. This pairing creates a versatile digital
cinema production kit. The camera is capable of capturing and recording DCI
4K internally as Canon’s Cinema RAW Lite via a CFast 2.0 slot. Two built-in
SD card slots enable recording 4K UHD and Full HD as MP4. The included
accessories include a handgrip, 4” touch screen LCD viewfinder, which
supports “Tap Focusing” and compliments the camera’s built-in EVF.
CAC20024105 | $8,399.00

Visit BandH.com for the most current pricing

Apple 27” iMac Pro with
Retina 5K Display (Late 2017)

Zhiyun-Tech Crane-2 3-Axis
Stabilizer w/ Follow Focus

Panasonic AU-EVA1 Compact 5.7K
Super 35mm Cinema Camera

APIMPZ8C1 | $4,994.00

ZHCRANE2 | $749.00

PAAUEVA1 | $7,345.00

Outsight Creamsource
Micro+ Bender Essential Kit
OUSU2BESS | $1,295.00

DJI Ronin 2 3-Axis
Handheld / Aerial Stabilizer
DJRONIN2 | $6,999.00

Learn, Explore and Buy
at the Largest Photo Retailer
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DJI Inspire 2 Premium Combo with Zenmuse X5S and
CinemaDNG and Apple ProRes Licenses
DJINSPIRE2PC | $6,198.00

Blackmagic Design URSA Mini Pro 4.6K
Digital Cinema Camera (Body Only)
BLURSAMPRO | $5,995.00

Atomos Shogun Inferno 7” 4K
HDMI/Quad Recording Monitor
ATSGI2 | $1,295.00

Sony PXW-FS5 XDCAM Super 35
Camera Systemwith Zoom Lens
SOPXWFS5K | $5,248.00

GoPro Omni (All Inclusive)
GOOMNI | $4,999.99

JVC GY-HM620 ProHD Mobile News Camera
JVGYHM620 | $2,699.00

Free Expedited Shipping
on orders over $49*
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BY ROMAN ZELICHENKO

A Conversation with Eli Rotholz

INDEPENDENT
REP AT A SMALL
CREATIVE TALENT
AGENCY?

“AT THE END OF THE DAY, EVERYONE IS
SELLING SOMETHING,” Eli Rotholz repeated.
It was the second time he said this during our
interview. Eli, Director of Business Development
and Executive Producer of Content at Hone Production, walked over to a ceiling-high plant he
had recently rehabilitated and touched one of its
leaves to see how it was doing. We were sitting
on the balcony of his Brooklyn apartment on a
warm fall day.
Without looking back at me, he went on. “Every single interaction you have with anyone in
the industry is a sale, especially when you’re at
a startup. You are always selling your company,
somehow, every step of the way.”
Conventional wisdom says that the best way
to learn a business is to start from the bottom —
the proverbial “mail room.” This rings true in the
world of video production as well. If you want
to one day start your own production company,
you’ll need to learn the ropes. And the best way
to do this, so they say, is to be a Production Assistant — getting coffee, making script copies,
setting up lights, hauling equipment to and from
a set and so on. This makes sense because being
a PA does in fact teach you a whole lot.
But Eli’s path was different. “Most people
think you need to get in through the technical
side, for example as a line PA. But that’s not the
only way to get into the industry. There’s the
oft-forgotten sales side, too.” This was the path
Eli took when he entered the video production
industry. However, it wasn’t intentional. In fact, it
was accidental, and it came out of his dream to
become a rockstar.

Starting from the Bottom

When Eli graduated from Binghamton University
in 2008, he wanted nothing more than to pour
himself into his music. He was the lead singer of
a band that had already been playing together
for a few years, and upon Eli’s graduation they
were finally able to dive in. They practiced
almost every day, performed on a weekly basis,
booked venues all across New York City and
chased their dream.
Nonetheless, Eli needed to support his
artistic lifestyle. A friend offered to connect
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"SURE,
THAT
SHOULD
PAY THE
BILLS"

ELI NEEDED TO SUPPORT HIS ARTISTIC LIFESTYLE.

him with a small creative talent agency, and Eli
thought, “Sure, that should pay the bills.” He
interviewed and landed a job as an independent rep with Ziegler Jakubowicz. As promised,
the company was small, but Eli didn’t realize
that it was also one of the most reputable talent agencies in the city, managing and representing many well-known directors, producers
and other talent in the broadcast and digital
advertising space.
Having no prior experience, Eli started off
shadowing other independent reps and learning
about the business. He learned that advertising
agency producers contacted Ziegler Jakubowicz
with a creative brief — an idea for a video advertisement they wanted — and it was the job of the
independent rep to read the brief, look through
Ziegler Jakubowicz’s roster of directors, pick out
a handful that could fit the project and compile
a reel to show the advertising agency. In essence,
Eli’s job was to convince advertising agencies to
go with one of the directors he chose. This was
when Eli found out he could sell.
He learned that had a creative knack for
choosing the right directors, and more important, he had the ability to convince advertising
agency producers to agree with his choices. He
was actually getting his directors face time with
producers and creatives, but as an independent
rep this was the end of the road — he wasn’t
able to see his pitches through to the end. Once
in a while, however, he did get to listen in on
calls between the producers and creatives he had
pitched and the directors he had chosen. From
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A Conversation with Eli Rotholz
observing these interactions, he slowly started
to understand the business.
By this time, Eli’s music career had taken
a back seat. The band separated, he wasn’t
performing as much, and he was really starting
to enjoy his job. He was, after all, good at it. But
after two years of just listening in on pitches
that he brought to the table, Eli was getting an
itch. “I didn’t want to just bring in deals and
watch them unfold from the sidelines,” he told
me. He was back outside on the balcony enjoying the last bit of sunshine for the day. “I wanted
in on that action. I decided that I could take a
lead role and do a damn good job at it, but I just
wasn’t getting those opportunities.”
So after two years at Ziegler Jakubowicz, Eli
joined Moustache, another NYC-based talent
agency. It was there that Eli was finally able
to get in on the action — not long after he
joined, he signed a production company to
the Moustache roster, was booking bigger jobs
and worked much more closely with executive
producers. Eli was becoming a pro. For two
more years, he was bringing business, making
sales and learning the creative process along
the way, though he was still technically an
independent rep.

“AT THE
END OF
THE DAY,
EVERYONE
IS SELLING
SOMETHING.”

contents

Eventually, one of the executive producers Eli
was representing at Moustache joined the well
established video and digital production company Click 3X. She approached him and asked
him to join her. If he agreed, Eli would no longer
be an independent rep but would instead be an
in-house sales rep.

Sales Breeds Entrepreneurship

Eli would go on to launch and grow Click 3X’s
live-action department, building it to thirteen
directors and managing between thirty and fifty
shoots per year. “Getting in from the sales side
was like going to the best graduate school for the
industry. My points of contact as an independent
rep were higher-ups at advertising agencies and
I was exposed to amazing people from the start,
so I was a huge asset to Click 3X from the start.”
However, joining Click 3X was a shift, Eli told me,
and knowing how to sell became a means rather
than an end. It was a tool. “It came to be about
the people I knew and my relationships with
them, and my sales experience taught me how to
maintain those relationships, how to enjoy and
grow them. The goal was no longer just making
a successful pitch; it was seeing that the pitch
came to fruition and that we got the job. The
pitch became the first step of many.”
Eli was also now really close to the work
itself – helping craft, not just deliver, pitches and
treatments, signing directors and making creative
decisions alongside his EP. He was growing the
business in a scrappy, entrepreneurial way. “When
I first joined, we didn’t have a lot of directors on
our roster, so I was responsible for finding them,
signing them and getting them work. Luckily, I
had a pool of directors I stayed close with through
my previous jobs and I was able to bring them onboard.” Eli took ownership, something he couldn’t
do in his previous jobs, and it paid off. He built out
the company’s first turnkey production package.
He was promoted to Director of Business Development. He went to the Cannes Film Festival.
At the rate Eli was growing his roster of directors, he soon started to outpace the opportunities
that were presenting themselves at Click 3X. So,
after successfully building out Click 3X’s live-action business, Eli and a fellow EP broke off to start
their own production company, Honor Society.

The Business of Production

full screen

It got cold out on the balcony, so Eli and I
moved inside and continued chatting on his
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STARTING
Reel Analytics: Eli’s favorite tools for reel analytics are Wiredrive, Simian and Interdubs. Among
other things, they make it easy to track how much of your reel is being viewed and analyze the
results.
Client Relationship Management: Eli really likes Insightly, which worked well for his small-scale
business but also scaled easily as he grew. He also suggests Salesforce, the biggest name in the
space, but warns that it can get quite expensive.
Bidding: Eli’s go-to is the Association of Independent Commercial Producers’ bid form. It’s admittedly
low tech, but it does the job and Eli swears by it.
Lead Databases: Whether or not you’re in sales, having access to thousands of production companies, ad agencies, post houses, and more at your fingertips doesn’t hurt. Eli suggests Redbooks and
Source Creative as the best options on the market.
Marketing Automation: Staying on top of past, present and future clients is much easier with email
and marketing tools. Eli’s favorite is MailChimp, one of the biggest players in the space.

“TECHNOLOGY.
IT’S ALL
ABOUT
TECHNOLOGY.”

Website Design: There are dozens of drag and drop website building tools out there, and at the end
of the day, which one you use depends on the features you like in each. Eli’s top pick is Squarespace.
Industry Updates: It might be a no-brainer, but staying up on the news and developments in your
industry is the best way to stay ahead of the game. Trade publications and news outlets like AdAge,
ShootOnline and Adweek are where Eli goes for his advertising news.

couch. Barely audible funk music played in the
background. “How did you know the business
was going to work?” I asked. I wasn’t trying
to sound crass, but he was recalling the story
with an air of confidence not typical of a firsttime entrepreneur.
Eli explained that the team he had built was
growing, and in order to continue that level of
growth and take on the opportunities that were
presenting themselves, breaking off was the only
option. “We really valued our experience at Click
3X, but our roster of directors simply outgrew
the company’s brand.”
For an entrepreneur, this is actually an ideal
scenario. When Eli and his partner went off to
start Honor Society, they already had directors
who had essentially agreed to work with them as
well as clients looking to them for their roster of
talent. In other words, they had potential money
already on the table.
Nevertheless, starting a production company,
or any company for that matter, is not an easy
task. I asked Eli to walk me through what he
and his partner did when they were launching
Honor Society. He jumped off the couch in ex-

citement and, pacing back and forth across the
living room, walked me through the business
side of production.
“This is going to sound obvious, but when we
decided that we wanted to start our own company, the first thing we needed was money. We

“THIS IS GOING TO SOUND OBVIOUS, BUT
WHEN WE DECIDED THAT WE WANTED TO
START OUR OWN COMPANY, THE FIRST
THING WE NEEDED WAS MONEY.”
spoke to hedge funds that had interest in media,
live-action companies looking to expand or spin
off, post-production companies that wanted to
buy into a live-action offshoot and really anyone
interested in investing. Our thinking was that we
could offer value in different ways to different
investors, so we thought big.” Ultimately, Eli secured funding from a holding company that had
other, similar investments in media startups.
Step one, complete.
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STARTING A PRODUCTION COMPANY ONE SALE AT A TIME
A Conversation with Eli Rotholz
The next step was to create an online presence for Honor Society. “We created a website,
added our roster of directors and had a big
launch. We actually hired a PR firm to help us
with the launch. They got us write-ups in industry publications, helped us with headshots,
put together our bios. They just made it happen.
Our launch would not have been as successful
and certainly not as polished if we didn’t have
that kind of help,” Eli explained. “In essence,
outsource what you’re not good at and focus on

“OUTSOURCE WHAT YOU’RE NOT GOOD AT
AND FOCUS ON WHAT YOU ARE GOOD AT.”

what you are good at. We were good at the production company thing, but we didn’t know the
first thing about putting together a press release.
So while we could have tried to do it ourselves,
it made more sense to focus on our work and
our clients and hire a PR firm to handle the
rest. Ultimately, this worked out great for us; the
press release was a hit.”
After the launch, it came time for Eli to flex
his sales muscles and do what he did best. “I
got in touch with old contacts who knew I had
branched off. I gave them a list of my directors, pointed them to our website, and said ‘hey,
let’s work together.’” Eli had made a name for
himself in his past roles, especially at Click 3X,
and the brands and advertising agencies he’d
worked with knew he had good directors. “It
took us some time, but eventually the pitches
started coming in.” They were in business.
What came next was two and a half years
of ups, downs and lessons learned — a real life
MBA program that neither Eli nor his partner
were prepared for.

Lessons Learned
from Starting a Production Company

“One of the first brands we got interest from
was Twix.” Eli told me, proudly. Indeed, landing
a gig with one of the best known candy brands
in the world would give their fledgling production company the kind of clout it needed to gain
serious attention. “One of our directors, who
was also a director and co-creator of Inside Amy
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Schumer, did ‘man on the street’-style comedy
interviews. This was what Twix wanted, so I went
to work on the treatment.”
Eli poured himself into the project, spending
long days and late nights putting together a treatment that would not only explain the format of
the commercial and the creative vision he and his
director had, but also show their personalities and
passion for the project. Their idea was to set up
two tables, one in the Fulton Street subway station
and another in the Time Warner building, and essentially film reaction videos of people trying both
“sides” of a twix bar for their famous “Left Twix vs.
Right Twix” marketing campaign.
The director for the job was known to be
funny, and Eli was racking his brain to think of
ways to make that humor come through in the
treatment. Then finally, it came to him. “It was
an Aha moment, one of those things that, when
it comes to mind, you know it belongs in the
pitch,” he told me.
The thing that came to Eli’s mind? The famous
“Seinfeld” scene where George sets up a “candy
lineup” at a car dealership to find the mechanic
who stole his Twix bar, only to have his plan
foiled by a group of dealership employees who
unwittingly eat all the candy he had carefully set
up. As the scene comes to a close, George yells at
the top of his lungs, “they were all Twix!”
This was the perfect comedic button to his
treatment, but it was also more than that. “Small
details separate good treatments from great ones.
Every little win is an extra step toward getting a
client, and as a budding entrepreneur, the bottom
line is that getting a client means paying the bills
and keeping the lights on.” In the end, they got
the job and it was a success. In fact, the producer
who booked Honor Society for the Twix job had
such a good experience that she recommended
them to other brands and eventually got them
another big client, Lowe’s Home Improvement.
“There were definitely small hiccups along the
way, and that’s unavoidable. But if you can show
that you’re willing to work hard and truly have
your client’s interest at heart, you will be rewarded. Our hard work certainly paid off.”
Of course, not every job has a fairy tale ending.
Eli and his partner learned the hard way that
things do go wrong, and sometimes those things
are out of your control.
With its early success, Honor Society was
making a name for itself and landed a job doing
a commercial for American car company Buick.
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"THE MOST IMPORTANT THING I'VE COME
TO REALIZE IS THAT IN THE END YOU NEED TO
BE FLEXIBLE AND PREPARED TO DEAL WITH
WHATEVER COMES YOUR WAY."

Eli had been trying to work with the agency
producer that got them this job for a few years,
so it was exciting to finally book him and was yet
another big step forward for the company. It felt
like luck was on their side. The shoot was in LA,
so they got on a plane and flew out there to meet
the rest of the crew.
But that’s just about where their luck ran out.
In the midst of filming, they were approached
by a member of a local union who demanded
to know if they were running a union job. They
weren’t, but it turned out that one key member
of their crew was a union member, which meant
they had two options: either “flip” Honor Society
into a union company and pay everyone union
rates or cancel the shoot. At this stage, canceling
the shoot was not an option, so they flipped.
This caused heavy delays and resulted in a
major strain to the budget. “We lost a lot of money on that job,” Eli recalled with irritation. Flipping meant that the whole crew, including the
non-union workers, had to be paid higher union
wages, and when you’re a budding production company, you need to minimize cost. “We
weren’t trying to underpay union members,” Eli
explained. “The whole crew was supposed to be
non-union, so it was a surprise that one of our
guys was in fact union. Our line producer, who
was responsible for hiring the on-the-ground
crew, messed up.”
Eli and his partner weren’t happy. “The shoot
was already expensive and we didn’t have much

time left to complete it. Now we had crew and
equipment ready to go but were unable to do
anything until the union issue was resolved.”
Ultimately they delivered on time, but they
rushed through the rest of the shoot and delivered a subpar product, eating the cost of the
flip along the way to boot. It was a lose-lose
situation. The producer that hired them didn’t
look good in front of his client, Buick, and
Eli and his team never heard from him again.
Needless to say, the line producer whose mistake caused this mess didn’t hear from Honor
Society again either.
Eli reflected on this. It was a relationship he
had been working on for many years, and it just
disappeared into thin air. He had stopped excitedly walking to and fro and let out a heavy sigh.
“Sometimes bad things happen and you just need
to roll with the punches. You can’t control every
situation perfectly and no prior shoot will ever be
a template for future shoots.” I wanted to know
what Eli would have told his former self. “The
most important thing I’ve come to realize is that
in the end you need to be flexible and prepared
to deal with whatever comes your way.”
I wanted more, though, so I insisted. There
must have been more lessons learned along the
way. Eli thought for a moment. “I should have
maintained better relationships with our investors,” he said. “I spent a lot of time working on
growing the company and delivering high quality content, but I didn’t get to know my inves-
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Starting a production company one sale at a time
tors as well as I should have.” This took me by
surprise at first, but Eli explained that investors
are key to not only getting a business off the
ground but also providing guidance and giving
support along the way, particularly during inevitable rough patches.
“Also,” Eli continued, “knowing the importance of compromise and forcing difficult
conversations early on.” Since the inception of
Honor Society, Eli and his partner had small disagreements here and there, but they were largely ignored in the beginning. “This can happen
in any partnership, be it in business, friendship
or even marriage. No two people are perfectly

“MY BIGGEST PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD BE
TO START OFF BY WORKING FOR OTHER
PEOPLE WHO KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING AND LEARN FROM THEM.”
aligned, so working through disagreements
and compromising is the only way to keep a
partnership going. Eventually, my partner and
I started disagreeing too much too often, and
ultimately we couldn’t work through it.”
So despite all their growth and success, Eli
was no longer happy with the direction the
company was going. He decided to part ways
with Honor Society.

What Do You Do
After Leaving Your Own Startup?

Eli toyed with a few ideas. He considered starting another production company, though on

his own this time. He had a roster of directors
who wanted to work with him and even a few
potential investors lined up. But his gut told him
it wasn’t the right time. He had just spent over
two years in the hectic startup world and decided he wanted a break. “In the end, I wanted
to apply my entrepreneurial experience at an
existing organization and hold off on starting
another company.”
Eli is now Director of Business Development
and Executive Producer of Content at Hone
Production, a media consultancy and production company that connects brands and agencies
with top notch producers, walks them through
the process of video production, and even helps
establish in-house production teams. “I get to
work with smaller brands and agencies, guide
their creative vision and even help build out their
in-house production,” Eli explains, “It’s entrepreneurial at its core, but with a steady paycheck,
employee benefits and less unnecessary stress. I
haven’t had that in a few years.”
I asked Eli what advice he would give to someone thinking about starting a production company. “My biggest piece of advice would be to start
off by working for other people who know what
they are doing and learn from them. I wouldn’t
be where I am today if I didn’t watch some of the
best sales reps, directors, producers and business owners in the industry. Second, learn how
to delegate and actually do it. It’s hard to trust
someone else to do something you know you can
do well, but you have to give people a chance to
help you otherwise you will be overwhelmed and
nothing will get done.”
I was finishing up my notes and getting ready
to thank Eli for his time when he interrupted my
typing with an afterthought. “Technology. It’s all
about technology. Starting a business would have
been much more difficult, if not impossible, if I
was tracking sales, building a website, creating
email campaigns and doing the million other
things that needed to get done manually. It makes
life so much easier.”
“I can relate to that,” I thought. I signed off my
Google Drive, packed up my leftover Seamless
order and ordered a Lyft home.
Roman Zelichenko, based in New York City, is a writer and
entrepreneur with intellectual property experience, and has
drafted legal opinions and articles on the subject. Follow him
on Instagram: @rzelichenko
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OPINION
by Sean Berry

The Cyber Piracy Epidemic is Being Taken Way Too Casually
Everyday, people illegally download massive amounts of pirated videos and photos
and often don’t think twice about it. It is clear that we are in a serious cyber piracy
epidemic, and what’s keeping it strong and growing is our culture’s casualness about
taking other people’s work without permission.
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Piracy has been taken too lightly by
online communities. It’s become so
casual that even creatives themselves,
who are quick to call foul when
people pirate their stuff, don’t hesitate
to steal other creatives’ work when
they aren’t on the receiving end of the
pirating. In many ways, it’s a nameless
crime. In contrast to crimes that occur
offline, which are much less anonymous, often times people can pirate
content without seeing much — if
any — consequence for what they’ve
done. But in truth, there are consequences to piracy, consequences that
hurt the videographer and photographer community and will continue to
do so unless our culture snaps out of
its piracy complacency.
Recently, Fstoppers, a photographyfocused company made up of three
full-time employees, decided to try
and educate the online community
about the woes attributed to cyber
piracy with a very clever social experiment. They teamed up with landscape
photographer Elia Locardi, the head
talent behind Fstoppers’ highly
popular Photographing the World
series, and set out to create a fake
instalment for Locardi’s series. Once
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at the end, it explains the real world
they completed the fake installment,
effect that pirating content has on
they uploaded it to torrent websites to
creative community as a whole.
trick downloaders into thinking they
Fstoppers, says it takes them a year
were getting the next real installment
to make just one photography tutorial
of Photographing the World for free.
with one of their professional phoWhat they received instead was a
tographers, like Locardi. It takes a lot
blunt lesson about piracy.
of hard work, and money, to deliver
“The idea was sort of a “Rickroll”
their quality tutorials, but each time
where Elia would teach what would
someone illegally downloads one of
appear to be a legit lesson,” explained
their tutorials, Fstoppers takes a masPatrick Hall, founder of Fstoppers.
“However, by the end of the video, Elia sive financial blow. This essentially
makes it harder for them to continue
would acknowledge that this copy of
the tutorial was in fact pirated and that fund their projects and to retain the
the viewer had
unfairly stolen the
content from Elia
himself.”
The video
embodies a
humorous tone
for the majority
of the video —
Elia, who usually
films his series
in destinations in
Italy, filmed the
fake tutorial at an
Olive Garden in
Instead of the usual destination in Italy, the fake tutorial deCharleston, South signed to bait cyber pirates focuses on an Olive Garden restaurant
Carolina — but
in Charleston, South Carolina.
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018

emotional drive to continue to make
future content.
“ ...we are putting up all the money,
taking all the financial risk, and hoping that our hard work will not only
be appreciated but will also allow us
to make enough money to make the
whole experience worthwhile,” writes
Hall. “When you see your photography, graphic designs, or videography
taken from you without your permission, it can be frustrating and sometimes outright discouraging.”
What the online community can
ultimately learn from Fstoppers’
social experiment is this: If you like
a creator and want them to continue
creating new works, you need to
support them. If you don’t, then
they won’t be able to continue to
make content. It’s that simple.
While people usually don’t pirate
with the intent of harm creators,
that is inevitably the end result. Sure,
sometimes creatives can charge high
prices for their content. Some find
Fstoppers’ 300-dollar charge for their
Photographing the World tutorials to
be too high. However, this is the price
those creatives believe their time and
effort is worth, and when someone
casually downloads their content for
free, it’s the equivalent to thrusting a
big middle finger right into those creators’ faces. Many people don’t seem
to realize that, by pirating people’s
work, they are basically telling the
creator that their time and effort isn’t
worth anything.
Creators and businesses need support to keep them afloat. It can’t be a
one-way street where the creator has
to be both the creator and the supporter. It can’t work that way. Creators
need the financial support as well as
the validation in knowing that people
like what they are doing enough to
support them.

How Much
Should
I Charge
for Video
Production?
It's the biggest question when
you're just starting out, but
even long time professional
freelancers struggle with this
seemingly simple question. You
know that your time and work
is valuable, but how valuable?

How can you keep your
prices competitive
without cheating
yourself?

Remove the guesswork with
Videomaker's free Video Rate Calculator.
Now you can take the guesswork
out of the equation. Presenting the
Videomaker Video Rate Calculator –
the quick, easy and free way to calculate
exactly the best rates for any video
freelancer. It takes into account your
unique circumstances – from your business
expense to your cost of living and even your
desired profit level. Be confident you're
asking for a fair rate that will keep you in
business – while also giving your client a
deal that they can't refuse!
• Keep Track of your Business Expenses
• Keep your profits at the level you want
• Ensure you're always operating in the black
• Grow your business with new clients
• Keep your prices competitive so your
clients come back again & again
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EDITING

EDITING

MAY 2018

by Chris Gates

10 Shortcuts for DaVinci Resolve
Davinci Resolve 14 was released
with lots of new tools, making it a powerful platform and
one-stop shop for video postproduction needs. Here are ten
keyboard shortcuts for DaVinci
Resolve — some new, some old,
all of them important.

Video editing suites are ripe with controls. The number of tools at your disposal is astounding. What’s even more
astounding is the fact that you need
to keep track of all these tools and
access the majority of them through a
single interface, the keyboard.
Now in version 14, DaVinci Resolve
has taken big strides in recent years and
is now a full blown video editing postproduction suite. It’s no longer confined
to being solely a color grading application, although it’s incredibly powerful
for that job. DaVinci Resolve 14 can
take a project from start to finish. For
that reason, along with the power of
Resolve, video editors should be familiar
with the basic keyboard shortcuts that’ll
keep them in the flow of the edit.
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Zoom

Windows: “Ctrl + or -” Mac: “Cmd + or -”

Navigating the timeline is essential
to any edit. Sometimes you’ll need to
get in close to your cuts, down to the
frame level, and other times you’ll
need to pull out and get the big picture of the entire edit. Similar to other
programs Ctrl/Cmd + zooms in and
Ctrl/Cmd - will zoom the timeline out.
You can also hold down the Alt/Opt
key while scrolling with the mouse
wheel to zoom in and out as well. As
an added bonus, Ctrl/Cmd Z will toggle
between a zoomed out view of the
entire timeline and the user’s zoomed
in view on the playhead.
is an editor’s primary mechanism for
cutting video. To save on the user’s
cognitive load, they can select the
blade by hitting “B.”

Split Clip

Windows: “Ctrl \” Mac: “Cmd \”

Another popular and efficient way to
make a cut is to split the clip at the playhead. This way, your hand never has
to leave the keyboard to grab a mouse.
One keystroke and the clip is split.

Normal Edit Mode

Join Clip

First things first, Davinci Resolve has
a lot of tools and it’s easy to get lost in
the application, even while looking at
the timeline. The normal edit mode in
DaVinci Resolve 14 is where you can
move and trim clips in the timeline.
It’s the heavy lifting zone and foundation of any edit. Think of it as activating the selection tool in Premiere Pro
CC or Final Cut Pro X.

Of course, the reverse of splitting
a clip — joining a clip — is just as
important. Editors and producers are
known to change their minds from
time to time. You can execute this keystroke while the edit of the split clip is
selected to join it together.

Blade

Deleting a clip from the timeline is
easy; select it and hit “backspace” on
Windows and “delete” on a Mac. However, if you delete a clip in the middle

Windows/Mac: “A”

Windows/Mac: “B”

There’s a reason an edit bay is known
as the cutting room. The blade tool
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click drags the top half of the clip
while holding down “T”, the user will
perform a slip edit. A slide edit is performed in a similar way by dragging
the bottom half of the clip.

Windows: “Alt \” Mac: “Cmd \”

Ripple Delete

Windows: “Ctrl Backspace”
Mac: “Cmd Delete”

VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018

of an edit, simply deleting the clip will
create several other steps of tedious
work to join the rest of the clips together. A ripple delete is a time saver used
by efficient editors as it removes the
clip and joins the edit together from
the head to the tail of the deleted clip.

Toggle Disable/Enable Clip
Windows/Mac: “D”

Eliminating or deleting a clip isn’t
always the answer, especially if you’re
in the process of deciding whether or
not a clip should reside at a particular point in an edit. That’s when it’s
useful to disable a clip. You can toggle
between disabling and enabling a clip
by selecting it and typing “D.”

Slip Edit/Slide Edit

Windows/Mac: “T” and drag

Slipping and sliding a clip in the
timeline is one of the most powerful
methods for refining an edit. DaVinci
Resolve makes this super easy. All
you have to do is hold down “T” while
dragging the clip forward or backward. What differentiates between a
slip edit and a slide edit is where the
user grabs the clip. When the user

Full Screen Viewer

Windows/Mac: “Shift F”

Editors are used to seeing every pane,
panel and window of their workspace.
Unfortunately, producers and clients
can be thrown off by the excess visual
resonance. Simply enough, “Shift F”

THERE’S ONE KEYBOARD SHORTCUT
THAT REIGNS SUPREME
ABOVE ALL OTHERS.
toggles on and off the Full Screen
Viewer and allows you to fill the
screen with the playback.

The Most Important Shortcut of All
Windows: “Ctrl S” Mac: “Cmd S”

There’s one keyboard shortcut that

reigns supreme above all others and
that is “Save.” Yes, it’s common knowledge; this is a universal shortcut, but
it’s too important not to mention. The
overwhelming nightmare of most
video editors is lost work, and the best
way to avoid it is by frequently saving
the edit. Fortunately, DaVinci Resolve
14 takes into account the average editor’s muscle memory and keeps this
one the same.
Keyboard shortcuts are your bread
and butter as a video editor. They’re
the means to greater productivity and a
direct path to a finished project. When
new tools come out, or a platform
expands, it’s always wise to freshen up
and learn some new strokes.
Chris “Ace” Gates is a four time Emmy Awardwinning writer and producer.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/19255

• Washed-out Color • Shaky Camera Work • Hisses and Hums • The Visible Boom Mic

These are a Few of Our (Least) Favorite Things!
Chances are that you encountered one or more of these the very first time you
edited video. We’re sorry to say, no matter how careful you are, you’re sure to encounter
them repeatedly over the course of your video career.
These problems plague all videographers,
but good ones know how to stop them dead
in their tracks. Videomaker’s How To: Fix It
In Post instructional video teaches you how
to fix the six major problems that we hear
about over and over again:

Learn more at videomaker.com/flaws

• How to Color Correct Video
• How to Deinterlace Footage
• How to Fix Shaky Footage
• How to Get Rid of Hisses and Hums in Audio
• How to Convert Frame Rates
• How to Get Rid of Unwanted Objects in Footage
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SubScriber

Alert!

by
by Pete
Pete Tomkies
Tomkies

Underst
anding Bit Depth
Understanding
8-bit, 10-bit, 12-bit color —
what’s the difference? Let’s look
at how bit depth helps determine the quality of your image,
specifically when it comes to
color reproduction.
A video camera’s ability to reproduce
a smooth gradation between colors
and shades is an important factor
when seeking to capture filmic images. The range of possible colors
a video camera is able to capture is
determined by the bit depth of the file
format used for the recording.

What is bit depth?

All video cameras record their footage
as digital files. These binary digital
files are comprised of pieces of data
known as bits, which can either be a
1 or a 0.
Video images are made up from
points of color called pixels and the
specific color of each pixel is defined
by mixing together differing amounts
of the colors red, green and blue. Bit

8 Bit

Possible shade values per channel

256 x 256 x 256

r

g

b

16,777,216
Possible Colors

depth refers to the number of bits of
data — 1s and 0s — used to record the
color channels — red, green and blue
— for each pixel.
8-bit video: With 8-bit video file
formats, there are eight bits of data
storage — the range of binary numbers 00000000 to 11111111 — available for each color channel, which
gives a variation of 256 shades per

10 Bit 12 Bit
Possible shade values per channel

Possible shade values per channel

1,024 x 1,024 x 1,024

4,096 x 4,096 x 4,096

r

g

b

1,073,741,824
Possible Colors

r

g

b

Over 68 Billion
Possible Colors

channel. The resulting combination
of 256 shades each of red, green and
blue means that there are 16,777,216
(256 x 256 x 256) possible colors in an
8-bit video image.
10-bit video: For 10-bit video, numbers in the binary range 0000000000
to 1111111111 are used to describe
each color channel. This means there
are 1,024 possible shade values per
channel and a total of 1,073,741,824
possible colors in a 10-bit image.
12-bit video: The color in 12-bit
video is stored using the numbers
000000000000 to 111111111111 which
offers 4096 shades each of red, green
and blue for an astounding total of
over 68 billion colors.
Increasing the bit depth also
increases the file size as more data
is being recorded. However, while a
10-bit video file may be 20 percent
larger than an equivalent 8-bit file, the
former will give four times as many
levels of color per channel.

Cameras & Monitors

contents

Recording at a higher bit depth means you’re capturing more color gradations for
each color channel (red, green and blue). The increase in color information allows you
to do more with the image in post-production.
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Most DSLRs and high-end prosumer
video cameras record 8-bit video internally. Canon and Nikon DSLRs use a
variation of the MOV file format while

Panasonic
Panasonic and
and Sony
Sony use
use the
the AVCHD
AVCHD
format.
format. While
While external
external recorders
recorders
can
can sometimes
sometimes be
be used
used with
with these
these
cameras
cameras to
to record
record in
in aa 10-bit
10-bit format
format
such
such as
as ProRes,
ProRes, there
there will
will be
be limited
limited
benefi
ts as
benefits
as most
most cameras
cameras can
can only
only
output
output an
an 8-bit
8-bit signal.
signal.
The
The Panasonic
Panasonic Lumix
Lumix GH5
GH5 isis ununusual
usual amongst
amongst mirrorless
mirrorless cameras
cameras as
as
itit can
can record
record 4K
4K footage
footage in
in aa 10-bit
10-bit
format
format internally
internally up
up to
to aa frame
frame rate
rate
of
of 30
30 frames
frames per
per second
second and
and can
can feed
feed
aa 10-bit
10-bit signal
signal to
to an
an external
external recorder
recorder
at
at higher
higher frame
frame rates.
rates.
Canon’s
Canon’s C200,
C200, from
from the
the EOS
EOS
Cinema
Cinema range,
range, records
records 4K
4K in
in either
either
10-bit
10-bit or
or 12-bit
12-bit CinemaRAW
CinemaRAW format,
format,
depending
depending on
on the
the selected
selected frame
frame rate,
rate,
and
and can
can also
also record
record 4K
4K UHD
UHD 8-bit
8-bit
footage
le format.
footage in
in an
an MP4
MP4 fifile
format.
Cinema
Cinema cameras
cameras such
such as
as those
those
from
from Blackmagic
Blackmagic Design,
Design, RED
RED and
and
Arri
Arri can
can record
record 10-bit
10-bit ProRes
ProRes video
video
fifiles,
les, but
but can
can also
also record
record RAW
RAW footage
footage
in
le format.
in aa 12-bit
12-bit fifile
format. Some
Some Sony
Sony
professional
professional cameras
cameras even
even have
have the
the
option
option to
to record
record 16-bit
16-bit video
video with
with an
an
external
external recorder
recorder upgrade.
upgrade.
Like
Like cameras,
cameras, the
the majority
majority of
of
consumer
consumer monitors,
monitors, televisions
televisions and
and
projectors
projectors currently
currently on
on the
the market
market
are
are 8-bit
8-bit devices,
devices, and
and while
while 10-bit
10-bit
video
video monitors
monitors are
are available,
available, they
they
command
command aa premium
premium price
price due
due to
to
their
cation.
their higher
higher specifi
specification.
10-bit
10-bit computer
computer monitors
monitors are
are more
more
common,
common, however,
however, most
most computer
computer
graphics
graphics cards
cards will
will only
only output
output aa
10-bit
10-bit signal
signal when
when displaying
displaying video
video
games.
games. Video
Video editing
editing and
and grading
grading
software
software such
such as
as Adobe
Adobe Premiere
Premiere Pro,
Pro,
Final
Final Cut
Cut or
or Davinci
Davinci Resolve
Resolve work
work
internally
internally at
at 10-bit
10-bit or
or higher,
higher, but
but may
may
need
need additional
additional video
video output
output devices
devices
to
to feed
feed aa 10-bit
10-bit preview
preview signal
signal of
of the
the
video
video playback.
playback.
AA limited
limited range
range of
of 12-bit
12-bit monitors
monitors
exist,
exist, such
such as
as the
the reference
reference monitors
monitors
from
from Dolby,
Dolby, but
but these
these are
are intended
intended
for
for high-end
high-end professional
professional editing
editing and
and
color
color grading
grading suites.
suites.

Why
Why does
does bit
bit depth
depth matter?
matter?

The
The human
human eye
eye can
can only
only distinguish
distinguish
around
around 10
10 million
million colors,
colors, so
so in
in aa

world where most display devices are
8-bit — already producing 16.7 million colors — why do we need higher
bit depth video files?
In many situations and for many
applications, 8-bit video formats will
be fine. Working with 10-bit or 12-bit
video requires increased data storage
and a more powerful computer for editing your footage. However, the 8-bit
limitations of only having 256 shades
for each color channel can produce
color banding in areas of gradation in
tone, such as a blue sky in your image.
The additional range of shades
(1024 vs 256) in a 10-bit image will
also give more latitude for correcting
blown-out highlights or deep shadows
in an under- or over-exposed video. In
general, the extra information in higher bit depth footage gives much more
scope for color grading compared to
8-bit footage, where image quality can
start to degrade quickly. Once you’ve
color graded 10-bit footage, you won’t
want to go back to 8-bit files!
The increased tonal range also
makes higher bit rate video files much
better when shooting green screen
footage or working with digital effects.
Computer generated images are usually produced at higher bit depths so,
when composited with 8-bit video,
the digitally-generated elements are
reduced to the lower bit depth and the
image quality can suffer.

Conclusion

Bit depth is only one aspect of a
video file format. The quality of your
recorded image will also be dependent on factors such as color sampling (e.g.: 4:2:0, 4:2:2 or 4:4:4) and
the data rate at which it is recorded.
However, having an understanding
of bit depth will enable you to better
evaluate which camera to choose for
a particular job.
Pete Tomkies is a freelance cinematographer
and camera operator from Manchester, UK. He
also produces and directs short films as Duck66
Films.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/19251
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by Mike VanHelder

Controlling the Quality of Light

The most important element of a
shot is lighting, and control over
the quality of light is one of the
most vital skills in a videographer’s arsenal. Let’s look at ways
to make light harder or softer.

There’s an old axiom in the art world:
“A good artist is the master of their
tools. A great artist is the master of
their medium.” As filmmakers, our medium is light. No matter how brilliant
the performer, no matter how perfect
the framing, if the light in your shot
isn’t good, then your shot isn’t good.
One of the main ingredients of lighting
a shot correctly is getting the quality
of light correct. So what does “quality”
mean when you’re talking about light,
and how can you control it?

Hard or Soft

When you talk about light, “quality”
doesn’t refer to good or bad. Instead,
quality of light is a technical term that
refers to whether light is hard or soft.
Some people think that “hard” and
“soft” refer to a light’s intensity — they
think a hard light is a bright light, and
soft light means dim light — but that’s
not the case. Hard light casts a hard
shadow, creating a clear, sharp border

1. Diffusers: If you want to make your light look
bigger and softer, you can use a diffuser. The most
common diffuser is probably the softbox. Using a
softbox makes your light appear to be the size of
the box, instead of the size of the bulb. They are
easy to use and easy to find in many shapes and
sizes. When in doubt, go with a softbox.
Of course, clouds are nature’s diffuser. An overcast or hazy day can give you some of the softest,
most beautiful light you could wish for. If you
can’t conjure a cloud on demand, the next best
thing is called a diffuser panel, or scrim. Think of
the scrim as a portable cloud that softens the light
from any source, be it the sun or a studio light.

between light and darkness. The opposite, soft light, transitions gradually
from light to darkness with no clear
border. Neither one is better than the
other, but it’s important to know when
and how to use each style.

Controlling Quality

So how do you control the quality
of light? In order to get the look you
want, first it’s important to understand
that the smaller the light appears to be
to your subject, the harder the light is.
In other words, hard light comes from
sources that look small. Soft light

For this portrait of
an adorable kitten
taken using bright,
soft light, I used
a white paper bag
as a diffuser and
the room’s white
walls and ceiling as
reflectors.
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are literally dozens if not hundreds of different
kinds of modifiers, but for light quality purposes, you only really need to know three broad
categories — and if you’re looking for softer
shadows, you can safely ignore the third:
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comes from sources that look large.
This can be slightly confusing because
it doesn’t matter how large the light
actually is, just how large it appears to
be. The sun is very large, but because
it’s so far away, it looks as small as a
nickel and so casts very hard shadows.
An oil lantern is much smaller than
the sun, but if you put it right up next
to your subject, it will cast soft shadows because it looks relatively large
from the subject’s point of view.
It follows then that to control the
quality of light, you need to make a
light appear larger or smaller to the
subject. The simplest way to do that
is to move your light source closer to
or farther from your subject. This isn’t
always practical, of course — maybe
the room you’re shooting in is too
small, or you’re shooting outdoors
using natural light. If you can’t change
distance, then you must change size.
But how do you change the size of a
light source? That’s where light modifiers come in.
A light modifier is a device that in
some way changes the character of a
light source, and many are designed to
create the illusion of a light source being larger or smaller than it is. There

2. Reflectors: If a diffuser isn’t the right tool for
the job, try reflecting your light off of a big white
wall instead. Your light source will appear to be
the size of the wall instead of the size of the bulb.
This kind of lighting is sometimes called bounce
lighting. If you don’t have a wall handy, you can
bounce your light off of a piece of posterboard in
a pinch. You can also buy purpose-built reflectors
in various shapes, sizes and colors for all kinds of
situations. For example, a beauty dish is a bowlshaped reflector that creates an especially soft but
still bright and vibrant light that’s often used for
modeling close-ups.
Shooting outdoors, you can approximate the
effect of a giant reflector even in full daylight by

putting your subject into a patch of total shade.
The ground outside the shade reflects sunlight
onto your subject, acting like a very large, very
soft light that still has the character of sunlight,
but without the harsh glare.
3. Narrowers: There are various modifiers you
can use to narrow, and therefore shrink, a light
source, including grids, snoots and barn doors.
Using the right combination of grid and snoot
on a regular light can create a harsh spotlight effect, and is much, much cheaper than an actual
spotlight. Barn doors are handy because you can
adjust them on the fly, which saves a lot of time,
but overall they aren’t as effective as snoots and
grids for the purposes of narrowing light.
You can read about it all you like, but you
won’t really understand how quality of light
works until you understand how it makes you
feel. Here’s your homework: Go shoot a short
scene, like a minute-long monologue, outside in
the direct sunlight. Do the same scene again in a
shady patch. If you have lights, try it indoors with
a single small light, like a flashlight, set up across
the room, pointed at your subject. Then try it
with the same lighting the same distance away
but bouncing off of a wall. How do the shadows
look? More important, how do they make you
feel? Once you understand that feeling and how
to replicate it, you’re on your way to knowing
how to master your medium and light a shot.

This crop from a
portrait of bass
player Eliza Rector
uses hard light.
I lit this image
with a small light
positioned across
the room that I
snooted to make it
even harder

Mike VanHelder is a working writer, photographer and videographer in Philadelphia, PA. His favorite light modifier is his
trusty shoot-through umbrella.

My crew used a scrim in Red Rock State Park, AZ, to
soften the harsh desert sunlight. Bianca approves.
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www.videomaker.com/article/19258
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The Art of the Illusion
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It’s similar to the “fake it till you make it” mentality, and audiences will mirror the energy being put
out there. If the presentation comes off as low-key
and designed for a smaller audience, that’s exactly
how people will react to it; they’ll feel no need
to come back for more. Conversely, the bigger it
seems, the more audiences want to be a part of it.

ence might be. Whether it comes in the form
of self-deprecating jokes like, “to the two of
you watching out there,” or begging for likes
and shares, it will have a negative impact on
your video goals. This is where having a clear
persona for your host is important.
Act as though you’re speaking to a large audience, with all the enthusiasm and gusto that
entails. Watch the hosts of your favorite after-

The old saying, “Dress for the job
you want, not the one you have,”
holds true for your web show projects as well. In order to achieve
the goals you want, you should act
as though you’re already there.

When it comes to vlogging or talkshow style video formats, this “dress
for success” mentality translates into
producing videos in anticipation of the
audience numbers you want to have.
When you start a new channel on your
platform of choice, chances are you
won’t have many viewers initially. It’s
disheartening, but building a large, stable audience doesn’t happen overnight.
Too often, creators produce their
videos for the audience they have,
with the mentality of “hardly anyone’s watching, so I’m not going to
put much effort in it.” This thought
process prevents them from crafting
professional-looking motion graphics to spruce up videos and enables
them to be lax in their basic filming
techniques — lighting, capturing good
sound, etc. This type of complacency
will turn away potential viewers and
subscribers; preventing a channel
from ever growing.
Videos need to look and feel as
though they’re made for a large audience, regardless of what the actual statistics are. Not only will this improve
the overall quality of your work, thus
grabbing the attention of new viewers,
but it also future-proofs your content.
The internet is a living history
record for your work, wherein your
older projects are just as easy to find
on search engines as new ones. Videos
you created years ago might be what
a viewer stumbles upon first. They
won’t know these were made when
you only had a few people watching,
so if it’s sloppy work, potential new
viewers will go elsewhere.

Best Foot Forward

Regardless of the size of your audience, produce
the best work that you can in every video. Don’t
let statistics dictate the level of effort you put into
a project — you never know when that video
might become relevant.
No one rises to meet low expectations, and
if you don’t set a high bar for your own videos,
you’ll never improve or grow an audience.

REGARDLESS OF THE SIZE OF
YOUR AUDIENCE, PRODUCE THE
BEST WORK THAT YOU CAN IN
EVERY VIDEO.

Walking the Walk

Conveying this sense of importance
in your videos boils down to a couple
of factors: technical prowess and the
personality of the video’s primary
host or hosts. Your show might be different from traditionally scripted projects, but that doesn’t mean the same
video production basics don’t apply.
Quality lighting with proper sound
equipment is crucial, and failing to
adhere to basic production standards
makes your video seem amateurish.
Pay attention to the backgrounds
you’re using to make sure they fit in
with the theme of your show and adjust the frame to look appealing. Even

VIDEOS NEED TO LOOK
AND FEEL AS THOUGH
THEY'RE MADE FOR A
LARGE AUDIENCE.
if you’re sitting at a desk throughout
the video, dress it up to look like it
was specifically designed to be a part
of your video. Whatever appears in
the shot needs to be intentionally
placed there and taken into account.
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018
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go
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have to
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they should
should use
use aa
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clear, appealing
appealing design
design you
you can
can use
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same momomultiple
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this seems
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lot of
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All
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quality is
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you are
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professional and
and
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worth following.
following.
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noon game shows and you’ll get an idea of the
personality you want to project. Use terms like,
“to all our loyal viewers out there,” “thanks for
joining us again,” and other phrases that give the
sense you’re talking to a large group of people.

Jordan Maison is an editor and VFX artist who has plied his
talents in web content for a variety of entertainment websites
focused on movies/gaming.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/19246

Become a professional
wedding videographer
To be a professional wedding videographer,
you need to show up prepared to do things
right. The award winning Wedding Videography
will make sure you can handle any curve ball
the big day throws at you.
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by Peter Biesterfeld

Why Trust is Essential

For documentary filmmakers, it
can be tempting to strongarm
your way into getting access, but
your story will be much stronger
if you work to gain the trust of
your participants instead.

Typically, when we watch a documentary we can only imagine what went
into creating the story unfolding on
the screen – the hours of research,
deciding on what story to tell, the
challenges of location shooting and
agonizing over what to leave in and
what to cut in editing. And sometimes,
especially after an emotionally raw
doc, we wonder what the director
had to do to get her subjects — total
strangers — to open up in front of
the camera about the most intimate
aspects of their lives.
The short answer is: Trust.
“It has always seemed to me that
documentary directing is more about
trust between yourself and the participants or interviewees than finding
the right camera positions,” writes
documentary educator Alan Rosenthal in his 2015 handbook, “Writing,
Directing and Producing Documentary
Films and Videos.”
Without the trust of participants, a
director doesn’t have a film — at least

not the kind of film that stays with
an audience long after the screen has
faded to black.

New Forms
New Ethical Frameworks

As documentaries have proliferated
in recent years and found audiences
watching on screens of all sizes, the
doc production landscape has shifted.
More documentary makers are telling
their stories in a myriad of new genrebending ways and with breathtakingly
smart technologies. New breakthroughs in expression inevitably
bring more scrutiny — deconstruction, analysis and study of the form.

Appearing on camera can sometimes
put participants at
increased risk, as
was the case in the
making of “Call Me
Kuchu.”
contents

While documentary forms such as
hybrid docs — part fact, part fiction
— are pushing the boundaries of nonfiction storytelling, festival workshops
and professional development forums
are taking on issues around the ethical
responsibilities directors have to their
audiences and even more important,
to their participants.
The ubiquitous form of advocacy
documentary, in which activist-participants can leave themselves exposed
for being part of a film, brings with it
serious debate about the responsibility a director carries in the directorsubject relationship. The general
concern is to ensure participants are
safe to tell their stories and are not left
in a vulnerable position once the crew
has packed up and gone.
There is much instructive and engaging content online from documentary makers sharing with audiences
how they built trusting relationships
with their participants in settings that
were challenging and, at times, even
dangerous for those involved.

Building Relationships

Co-directors Katherine Fairfax Wright
and Malika Zouhali-Worrall are frontline experiencers of the tensions that
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come with the advocacy documentary genre. For
their 2010 film “Call Me Kuchu,” they traveled to
Uganda to make a film about gay rights activists
opposed to an anti-homosexuality bill that proposed death for HIV-positive gay men.
In an interview for the International Documentary Association (IDA), Zouhali-Worrall
describes how the two directors went about gaining the trust of their subjects, who were risking a
good deal in order to participate:
“We learned to arrive (on location) and introduce ourselves to every single person there
and have a conversation about, ‘are you comfortable being on camera, do you understand
the implications of being on camera?’ You
couldn’t just walk up and start filming.”
This approach, says Zouhali-Worrall, made the
two directors stand out from other journalists

THE CONCERN IS TO ENSURE
PARTICIPANTS ARE NOT LEFT IN
A VULNERABLE POSITION ONCE
THE CREW HAS GONE.
who swooped in, got their stories and were soon
gone to meet their deadlines.
“The fact that we came back multiple times to
film and when we’d leave, we stayed in contact
with them on Facebook, e-mail and phone,
before coming back. This definitely helped with
issues of trust.”
Zouhali-Worrall posted a list of credibility and
trust development tips on the IDA web site. Here
are two important ones:
·A no-brainer, but not always respected: Don’t
start filming on the first meeting with your subject: “Prove that you’re interested in them, and
that you’re not just there to get or take something from them for your own purposes.”
·For credibility, show your previous work: “Work
that shows your compassion or fair treatment of
your subjects.”

Trust takes time.

First time director Yance Ford’s powerful and
very personal 2017 documentary film “Strong
Island,” is about the under-investigated 1992
killing of his brother. The killer was never tried.
Ford’s singular focus on learning all of the reasons that the grand jury didn’t indict the killer
rests on the intimate, personal testimony of the
film’s interviewees.

“Those conversations, which took place over
10 years, and which required great patience
from everyone, resulted in each person taking
incredible risks in their own way,” says Ford.
“Their honesty is what ultimately makes “Strong
Island” the film that it is.”
After ten years of making the film, Ford reluctantly agreed to his own very intimate and
open-ended interview, which is woven into the
film as soul-bearing and unflinching commentary on the state of race relations in America.
“I felt I had to abide by the same terms [as my
subjects] and match that honesty,” says Ford
in a conversation with a Berlinale film festival
interviewer.

In “Strong Island,”
filmmaker Yance
Ford shows his
commitment to
telling a complete
and honest story by
including his own
interview alongside
those of the film’s
participants.

Further Reading

The Centre for Media and Social Impact (CMSI)
out of American University in Washington is
a rich online portal for best practices for nonfiction story creators. CMSI surveyed directors and producers for a 2009 study, “Honest
Truths: Documentary Filmmakers on Ethical
Challenges in their Work.” Filmmakers were
asked to share situations that posed ethical
challenges during the making of their documentaries. The resulting report with its recommendations is a compendium of first-hand
insights, a documentary ethics resource worth
studying for first-time and seasoned documentary makers alike.
contents

A seasoned script-to-screen video producer and trainer,
Peter is a non-fiction storyteller specializing in documentary,
current affairs, reality television and educational production.
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You can comment on this article by going online:
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How to Cultivate Respect

by
by Joshua
Joshua A.
A. Siegel
Siegel

A director is often compared to a

military general. As a leader, you’re
expected to command your team.
You’re the boss, so you’re supposed
to be bossy, right? Not necessarily.

Directing is a tough job. The long hours
and pressure of keeping a production
on track require a strong leader. While
the stereotype of the riding crop and
megaphone wielding director may be
a thing of the past, many filmmakers
maintain a fearsome reputation. But is
it necessary to be overbearing in order
to make a good film?
I’ve worked with directors who will
scream obscenities at their crew and
physically push actors to “work them
up” into a better performance. I’ve also
worked with directors who sing and
serve drinks between takes. I personally
prefer working with the directors who
respect and collaborate with their team.
Stanley Kubrick was legendary for
pushing cast and crew through take after grueling take until every detail was
perfect. Other directors have a more
hands-off approach. While filming the
first “Star Wars” movie, actors often
got only three words of direction from
George Lucas: “Faster. More intense.”

Make Room for Respect
and Communication
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Steven Spielberg is renowned for his
craftsmanship as a filmmaker and for
the loyalty of his crew, many of whom
have worked with him on multiple
films. He pulls award-winning performances from veteran and novice
actors alike without driving them to
tears. How? That’s something that
only years of directing can teach you,
but it probably has something to do
with shared respect.
Directors have to make many choices, and then effectively communicate
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those choices. The more of those
choices you can make during preproduction, the fewer issues will arise
during production. Actors, costumers
and other key members of your team
will have their own ideas. Respect and
consider their input while making
your choices, then make sure they
understand your decisions.
Rehearsing with your actors can also
help reduce on-set decision making
and disagreements. There will still be
plenty of last minute adjustments to
keep things interesting. Depending on
the project, you may leave room for
improvisation and new choices from
your actors. You can get some pleasant surprises when you give actors the
freedom to try a scene in fresh ways. If
you’re on a tight schedule and budget,
it’s best to work out this experimentation during rehearsals.

Acting Out

Directors are notorious control freaks,
but with good pre-production you
should already have the most important creative decisions worked out in
advance. On the set, sometimes it’s
best to sit back and let a scene unfold,
so try avoid micro-managing your cast
and crew during production.
VIDEOMAKER >>> MAY 2018
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Building a Reputation

One
One thing
thing nobody
nobody needs
needs is
is aa real
real
tantrum.
tantrum. It’s
It’s unprofessional
unprofessional in
in any
any busibusiness,
but
unfortunately
there
are
ness, but unfortunately there are imim-

mature people who think it’s acceptable
to yell and throw things when they’re
upset. A few of these types might win
awards and acclaim. Most find it harder
and harder to get work over the years.
You can have strong opinions and a
bombastic personality without being a
jerk. Robert Rodriguez rose from indie
filmmaker to Austin movie mogul with
help from his charismatic personality and reputation for being easy to
work with. Rodriguez is known to play
his acoustic guitar on set to keep the
mood light.
Not every director can be so easygoing, but the job becomes less stressful as you build a team you can trust.
No actor or member of your crew
should be afraid to come to you with a

KEEPING COOL UNDER
PRESSURE WILL HELP
STEADY EVERYONE
ELSE’S NERVES.
problem. Avoid placing blame for the
issues that arise on every set. Lines
get flubbed, props get lost, gear breaks
down. Throwing a hissy fit doesn’t
solve the problem. It just prolongs it.

Keep Calm and Direct On

There’s no such thing as a ruined take.
If someone forgets a line or a boom
gets in the frame, part of the shot
may still be usable. Either way, relax
and get another take. Even if you are
running out of time, keeping your cool
under pressure will help steady everyone else’s nerves. And remember,
panic is contagious.
Directors who are professional
without being overbearing get more
work than jerks who inspire terror
on the set. If you happen to be one of
those ogres, please learn to relax. Your
crew will thank you.
Joshua Siegel is a filmmaker who will yell at
clouds but never at his crew.
You
You can
can comment
comment on
on this
this article
article by
by going
going online:
online:
www.videomaker.com/article/19256
www.videomaker.com/article/19256

Subscribed
to Videomaker?
View this issue
on your favorite
mobile device,
for free.

If you are currently a paid subscriber, take a moment to
install the Videomaker app on your tablets and smartphone
- so you can access this issue wherever you go!
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by Jeff Chaves

Using Tech to Foster Community
Passion 2018 used video and live
streaming tech to unite a huge
crowd of young people across
three separate venues for one
uniquely engaging experience.
If you had wandered into Passion
2018, you may have thought you were
coming into a concert. On January
1-3, 2018, Atlanta’s Philips and Infinite
Energy Arenas along with Washington
DC’s Anthem were loaded with lights,
video screens, and high-end sound
systems. There were tons of college
age students clapping and singing and
raising their hands but, if you stayed
long enough, you would have noticed
that the songs were about God. You
would also have heard prayers, Bible
readings and encouraging speakers.
By this time, you might have thought
that this was a church. Passion Conferences are somewhere in between.
The conferences have grown since
their inception in 1997 from a few
thousand in attendance to tens of
thousands. Jonathan Sheehan is the
Director of Events and the Passion
Global Brand Curator. He tells us the

The Passion Conference presented a mix of live music perfromance, uplifting speakers, prayer and Bible readings, all coordinated across
the three venues to give attendees in each location a single unified experience.

movement started with founder and
Director Louie Giglio’s vision to reach
18-25 years olds. “We realize that
college students are in a significant
point, where you can really shape the
trajectory of what their life is going to
be like.” In the spirit of Billy Graham’s
Youth for Christ rallies in the 1950s,
the Passion team wants to reach these
young people with the positive message of Jesus.
Jonathan tells us that, in addition
to music and teaching, a significant
part of Passion is to call young people

to action. “We have opportunities for
students to engage in causes around
the world such as adressing modern
day slavery or sponsoring children in
other countries where they don’t have
access to health care or food or clean
water or education — some kind of
call to engage with the last and the
least of these around the world.”

It Takes Tech

Rusty Anderson is a Video Producer
for Passion. He tells us that in order
to reach students, it requires a level

of technology — technology with
a purpose. “Overall, our goal from a
production standpoint is to create moments and create environments where
students can be inspired creatively,
because we believe that we worship a
God who is the most creative.”
Jonathan tells us that the large
screens are especially important in
these big venues. It is absolutely necessary to bring the crowd closer. “It
allows the attendees to be able to connect with what a speaker or a worship
leader is trying to say. The emotion,
energy and heart of what they are
trying to convey comes across better if
they can see that.” So with a tech crew
of 164, they provided high-quality
sound, video, graphics and lighting

within the three massive arenas. This
year the crowd numbered around
33,000 in attendance.
There was another challenge this
year that had not existed before. Previously, Passion gathered in a single
large venue, the Georgia Dome, which
would house a crowd that size. The
Dome was brought down November
2017, so the team was forced to find
multiple sites. However, they still
wanted it to feel like one experience.
Jonathan explains, “What was really
important for us was that it did not
feel like a simulcast, that it did not feel
like one venue was the main one, and
other venues were overflows.” The
solution was to connect each venue
with two way audio and video.

The musicians rotated around
each of the venues. The speakers
were located in one of the three venues, but brought in on video to the
other two. “It was really important
that we come up with a video system
that allowed for the minimal amount
of latency.” Jonathan says, “So we
chose to work with a company
called The Switch, who owns several
private fiber networks.” They created
a fiber network that could send a signal from DC to Atlanta where it was
switched and returned back in under
30 milliseconds.
In a unique way, they even coordinated some of their live musical
performances between all three
sites. The bands were together on
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At Passion 2018, massive screens above the audience displayed video from all three venues to create a more immersive, connected and
engaging event. Large scale projection helped attendees connect with speakers and performers.
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Behind the scenes, a team of technicians made sure the event ran smoothly for both attendees in the arena and for live stream viewers
online. A well coordinated plan and good execution resulted in an engaging experience for all.
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the same song. Rusty tells us that this was
coordinated with a single computer located in
the Philips Arena. “The musicians all heard the
same click track and the same backing track
at the same time.” He tells us that the unit also
produced SMPTE time code and all the lighting
cues were in sync. “It really did feel like one
moment because we were all linked together
in real time.”

More Layers

MARKET PLACE

MAY 2018

As if that wasn’t enough to manage, Jonathan
tells us that they had more than 10,000 people
connected through a live stream. They needed
the online experience because the response was
so great. “Even though we had three venues, they
all sold out and people still wanted to attend.
We wanted to make that happen.” Coordinating
the additional stream required a separate team
with a director, audio engineer, two additional
cameras and hosts.
Passion also produces a live music album.
Each year new music is written and performed
for the event. Jonathan says, “We work with a

company out of Tennessee called Vanguard.
They come in and set up all of the equipment
to multitrack, particularly to Pro Tools.” The
resulting album was released in February, and
it’s called “Whole Heart.”
Do they plan to scale things back in the years
to come? Absolutely not. In fact, Passion 2019
will add a new venue in Dallas, Texas. While
this is still in the planning phase, you can be
certain that the Passion team will rise to new
challenges to give more students that single
unified experience. With the power of video,
live streaming and the creative use of technology, the Passion Conferences are sure to
continue to reach and engage with even more
young people across the nation.
Jeff Chaves is the Chief Creative Officer of Grace Pictures Inc.,
which he co-owns with his wife, Peggy. He got his start as
an Army Broadcaster in the 1980s and spent 12 plus years
working on broadcasting. Jeff left broadcast television to pursue full-time ministry.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/19373
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TIPS
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OPINION
by Nicole LaJeunesse

Four Times to Shoot with a Smartphone — and One Time You Shouldn’t
Smartphone cameras are getting better with each new release, and
while they aren’t replacements for dedicated cameras, especially for
professional video, they have been able to achieve some surprising
results — in the right context.

For Making Eye-Popping Video

the First Time You Pick Up a Camera

Shoot with a smartphone when...

...it’s the camera you have
The best camera is the camera you
have with you, so if you happen upon
a video-worthy moment and only
have your phone, there’s no reason
not to open your camera app and start
recording. Likewise, even if you are
toting a dedicated camera along with
you, if a fleeting moment catches you
off-guard, it can be a lot faster to pull
your phone out of your pocket than to
dig your camera out of its bag.
...you need something smaller
A full set of production gear simply
isn’t appropriate for some shooting
situations. Even a smaller dedicated

camera can be intimidating or intrusive in the eyes of some subjects.
A phone, on the other hand, feels
much more friendly and informal,
giving you access to people and
locations when it would normally be
unacceptable to whip out a camera.
On top of that, the slim profile of
the smartphone allows it to physically squeeze into smaller spaces.
Shooting inside a car or closet? The
camera on your phone might be
your best bet.
...you’re working on your
eye for composition
Because your phone is always with
you, it’s the perfect practice tool
for cinematographers who want to
develop a better eye for composition.
Use your phone to experiment with
different framing options whenever
you encounter an intriguing scene or
vista. This works especially well if you
have a set of smartphone lenses to
give you more flexibility in you field
of view, but extra lenses are certainly
not necessary. There are also apps
available that mimic the functionality
of a real director’s
viewfinder, so you
can be even more
precise as you
explore different
compositions.
...you need to
shoot vertically
Lots of people
dismiss vertical video as the
work of amateur
videographers,
and in many
cases, that’s a
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valid reaction. But with the ubiquity of
smartphones, more people than ever
are consuming — and producing —
video in a vertical format. What was
once clearly a beginner mistake has
become a viable option in the range of
standard aspect ratios thanks to social
platforms like Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat and more.

Don’t shoot with
a smartphone when...

...you want total control
Modern smartphone cameras have
come a long way in terms of image
quality, and more phones than ever
are offering handy features like dualfocal lengths and advanced recording
modes. Precise exposure and focus
control, however, is still elusive —
even when you trade the standard
camera app for one of the more robust apps available. If you’re working
on a major project and need lots of
flexibility in your image, you’re probably not going to get it with a phone.
And even investing in an entire camera bag’s worth of accessories won’t
get you a larger sensor.
Smartphones are surprisingly capable cameras when used in the right
context, but they don’t replace professional video gear. Dedicated cameras
will still trump smartphones in terms
of image quality and, especially, usability. Consider your goals and the
shooting situation when determining
whether or not a smartphone is the
right camera for the job.
Nicole LaJeunesse shoots more video with a
smartphone than with a dedicated camera.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/article/19431

Free Training Resource

It’s more achievable than you think.
Smartphones. They are everywhere.
And with new phones with even better cameras launching every year, it’s
no wonder we are seeing more media
produced with these handy devices
— on our phones, our TVs and even
at the movie theater. While shooting
with your phone has its challenges
and limitations, there are times when
it may actually be the best option.

“8 Tips for a Stellar First Video” is a clear and concise free download for even the
greenest video lover, with tips that you can start applying the moment you pick up a camera.
Learn:

• How to make sure that, before you even start, you have everything needed to finish.
• How to organize your thoughts into a video story.
• The secret to shooting footage that looks good on any screen.
• How video is different than real life... and how to take advantage of that while editing.
• The single most important tip for keeping an audience interested. This remarkably simple editing tip will free
you from your old style of thinking so you can see the world the way the video pros do.
• The two easy steps to handling your video camera like a pro and capturing the best possible footage.
• The mistake that can sink a first video and how you can avoid it.

Get hooked on making stellar video at: videomaker.com/8tips
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